PHASE 4 - REVITALIZATION *
W H AT T H I S P H A S E LO O K S L I K E :
There is a continued decline in the rate of infection in new COVID-19 cases. Hospitals have capacity and can quickly
adapt for a surge of new cases in their communities. Additional measures can be carefully lifted allowing for schools and
child care programs to reopen with social distancing policies in place. Restaurants can open with limited capacity and
following strict public health procedures, including personal protective equipment for employees. Gatherings with 50
people or fewer will be permitted. Testing is widely available, and tracing is commonplace.

W H AT ’ S O P E N :
Gatherings: All gatherings of 50 people or fewer are allowed; limit subject to change based on latest data & guidance
Travel: Travel should follow IDPH and CDC approved guidance
Healthcare: All health care providers are open
Education and Childcare: P-12 schools, higher education, all summer programs, and child care open with IDPH approved
safety guidance
Outdoor Recreation: All outdoor recreation allowed

FOR BUSINESSES:
Manufacturing: All manufacturing open with IDPH approved safety guidance
“Non-Essential” Businesses: All employees return to work with IDPH approved safety guidance; employers are encouraged to provide accommodations for COVID-19-vulnerable employees
Bars and Restaurants: Open with capacity limits and IDPH approved safety guidance
Personal Care Services and Health Clubs: All barbershops, salons, spas and health and fitness clubs open with capacity
limits and IDPH approved safety guidance
Entertainment: Cinema and theaters open with capacity limits and IDPH approved safety guidance
Retail: Open with capacity limits and IDPH approved safety guidance
BUSINESS OPERATION INFORMATION: To prepare businesses and employers to implement new and
updated safety guidelines in Phase 4, the State of Illinois has developed this business toolkit complete with signage, posters, and other resources to ensure business and activities are conducted in
accordance with the latest public health recommendations. Visit the DCEO COVID-19 Phase 4 Page
for further business specific details.

HOW WE MOVE TO THE NEXT PHASE:
Post-Pandemic: Vaccine, effective and widely available treatment, or the elimination of new cases over a sustained period
of time through herd immunity or other factors.

W H AT C O U L D S E T U S B A C K :
IDPH will closely monitor data and receive on-the-ground feedback from local health departments and regional healthcare councils
and will recommend moving back to the previous phase based on the following factors:
Sustained rise in positivity rate
Sustained increase in hospital admissions for COVID-19 like illness
Reduction in hospital capacity threatening surge capabilities
Significant outbreak in the region that threatens the health of the region

*SOURCE: CORONAVIRUS.ILLINOIS.GOV
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Scottish Rite Center Sizes Up
Cooling Tower Technology Options

36

A Sticky Subject: Studying Shellfish
for Advanced Adhesives

Replacement of a metal cooling tower at the Scottish Rite
Center in Wichita, Kan., brought the opportunity to try
something new. An engineered plastic model from Delta
offered an attractive, low-maintenance option.

Shellfish have been producing their own means of adhesion
for eons. Chemists at Purdue University are now looking to
them for new ideas for sustainable adhesives for industrial
and commercial uses.
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The Future of
COVID-19 and
Energy Efficiency
UniBES has developed cloud-based software modules imbedded with patented HVAC infectious building and
energy efficiency optimization processes.
AMP’s awarded Healthy Building & Energy Efficient 30” Bronze Plaque is for display inside or outside your
building, to overcome the confidence gap created by the current pandemic when welcoming people back into their
buildings’ workspaces.
UniBES/AMP’s goal is to enhance the noble efforts of other healthy building organizations by providing what they
can’t. AMP provides the ability to achieve increased outside air ventilation, and optimized HVAC energy efficiency
without raising utility costs through energy-efficient means. Consider a total healthy building package utilizing the
qualities, capabilities and services of UniBES/AMP, INTERNATIONAL WELL BUILDING INSTITUTE (IWBI), Fitwel
and UL’s Verified Healthy Buildings Mark.
UniBES is providing an introduction to AMP’s software with two coupons, to set a building on its way to becoming
“HVAC Infectious Building and Energy Efficiency Compliant”.

INFECTIOUS BUILDING HVAC VENTILATION APPLICATION
AND CERTIFICATION
$8,600 Value without coupon
Use code Chiefs-25%-Building-Certification
Savings: $2,150

25%

OFF!

CAST BRONZE PLAQUE
(for indoor or outdoor display)
$2,995 Value without coupon
30% off with code Chiefs-30%-Bronze30
Savings: $898.50

UniBES / AMP Office: (630) 790-4940

https://auditmaster.pro/

30%

OFF!
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We are all excited to see our
Active Members, Associate
Members, and life in general,
getting back to normal. I know
the vaccine has been a hot topic
as to whether or not to get it.
The choice obviously is yours,
and we would respectfully ask
all Active and Associate members
to respect the privacy of all. At
upcoming events, we will follow
the CDC and Illinois guidelines
and recommendations to ensure
the health and safety of all, and
we appreciate all considerations
and cooperation from everyone
in attendance.
Vendor Appreciation Day was hosted at Guaranteed Rate Field, where
we continued to get input from our Associate Members as to how we
can better serve them. Hosting general meetings was a topic that was
discussed at the event. If you missed out and would like to sponsor an
event, please contact me at tphillips@chiefengineer.org.
The Golf Committee is preparing for the annual golf outing. Please
contact Alex Boerner, Kevin Kenzinger or Brendan Winters for additional
information regarding our 81st Annual Golf Outing Septe. 10. As usual, it
will be held at Cog Hill Golf & Country Club in Palos Park. We were able
to hold last year’s event without incident, so we hope that we will see as
many of you as possible out on the links this year.
I want to thank LionHeart’s Mike and Cliff Hunter for presenting at the
recent Generator Ops Seminar/Test. Education is the key to advancement
in our industry, and at the Chief Engineer Association of Chicagoland,
we like to make it a priority, so we appreciate the efforts of those who
support that mission along with us.
On that note, Associate Members, if you’re looking for opportunities to
host Lunch and Learn sessions, please contact me for additional information. The benefits of educating those who need to know has a tremendous value along with the one hour of uninterrupted exposure to our
members.
Lastly, I would just like to express a wish that everyone be safe and to
enjoy a great summer and a happy July Fourth!
Sincerely,

Tom Phillips
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In Brief

University of Michigan Pledges Steep Carbon
Emission Cuts

Canada Gives Final OK for Hydropower
Transmission Project

ANN ARBOR, Mich. (AP) — The University of Michigan recently announced a plan to reduce carbon emissions from its
campuses while compensating for future releases by preventing them elsewhere or removing the planet-warming gas
from the atmosphere.

MONTREAL (AP) — The Canadian government has given its
final approval for construction and operation of power line
to serve as a conduit for hydropower to reach the power grid
in New England, officials recently said.

The measures intended to achieve “carbon neutrality” include use of geothermal heating and cooling, electric buses
and a fund for energy-efficiency projects. An executive-level
position will be created to direct the initiative.
“Today’s commitments place carbon neutrality at the center
of U-M’s mission,” President Mark Schlissel said after outlining the steps during a Board of Regents meeting. “To fulfill
our mission as a public research university, we must address
the climate crisis by leading the way on our campuses and
beyond.”
Institutions achieve carbon neutrality by cutting their own
emissions and investing in projects that prevent releases
elsewhere, or by removing carbon from the air and storing it
underground.
The university’s plan covers all operations of the nation’s
largest public research institution, including campus buildings in Ann Arbor, Flint and Dearborn; an athletics complex;
and the Michigan Medicine health system.
Goals include eliminating emissions from direct, on-campus
sources by 2040 and achieving carbon neutrality for emissions resulting from purchased electricity by 2025.

Saunders County Approves Solar Farm
Construction Near Yutan
WAHOO, Neb. (AP) — A county board in eastern Nebraska
has approved plans by Omaha Public Power District to build
the state’s first solar power plant.
The Saunders County Board voted unanimously to approve a
conditional use permit for the solar farm, despite some local
opposition to the project and a vote by the county’s local
planning commission against it, the Omaha World-Herald
reported.
OPPD revealed in April that it had signed a contract to build
the huge bank of solar panels on 500 acres south of Yutan.
The project would be the largest solar farm in Nebraska
and is the first step toward the utility’s plan to provide 600
megawatts of solar power. The 81-megawatt facility, dubbed
Platteview Solar, will have the capacity to generate enough
electricity to power 14,000 homes.
Construction is scheduled to start in spring 2022, and the facility is expected to start generating electricity in spring 2023.
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The Canada Energy Regulator, which must sign off on international utility projects, has issued a permit allowing work
north of the U.S. border that is necessary for the $1 billion
New England Clean Energy Connect.
The project now has all the permits required for construction
from Saint-Adrien-d’Irlande in Quebec to the Maine border,
and then over a 145-mile stretch to the grid in Lewiston,
Maine.
“We are going ahead with a project that respects the highest
environmental and engineering standards,” Sophie Brochu,
president and CEO of Hydro Quebec, said in a recent statement.
Hydro Quebec will provide up to 1,200 megawatts of electricity for the project, which is being funded by Massachusetts
ratepayers.
Supporters say it will remove carbon from the environment
and stabilize or lower electricity costs across New England.
Critics say the environmental gains are overstated and that
the project will destroy woodlands.

Sustainable Fertilizer Plant Planned at St.
Louis Riverfront
ST. LOUIS (AP) — A Canadian company plans to a $25 million
revamp of an existing building along St. Louis’ riverfront to
make what it calls sustainable fertilizer.
Ostara Nutrient Recovery Technologies Inc., of Vancouver,
plans a retrofit of an idle nitrogen factory just north of the
McKinley Bridge that it says will create 40 jobs, the St. Louis
Post-Dispatch reported.
The plant is scheduled to go online next year and scale up to
produce 200,000 tons a year of its proprietary fertilizer, Crystal Green. The company says Crystal Green limits phosphorous runoff because it’s not water soluble and is activated by
plant roots.

Regulators Approved Mckenzie County
Pipeline Project
BISMARCK, N.D. (AP) — North Dakota regulators have approved a pipeline project that will send more Bakken crude
to a Wyoming oil hub.

Bridger Pipeline plans to convert 27 miles of an oil gathering
pipeline into a larger transmission line in McKenzie County. It
also will add another 2.4 miles to the pipeline located east of
Watford City. Other pipelines will transport the oil to Guernsey, Wyoming, and then to market in other states.
The state Public Service Commission recently voted unanimously in favor of the $21 million project. Commission Chair
Julie Fedorchak said she sees it as a sign of the Bakken’s
recovery following the oil downturn brought on by the coronavirus pandemic.
The company’s application for the project alluded to the
potential shutdown of the Dakota Access pipeline, saying the
Bridger project “will be a vital part of an alternative route
out of North Dakota in the event of a shutdown of the other
pipelines leaving the Williston Basin,” the Bismarck Tribune
reported.

Research Associates of Randolph, Vermont. It’s part of a $9
million contract to develop and install a transportation loading system at the Frost Effects Research Facility in Hanover,
New Hampshire.
The system, which won’t be fully operational until 2023, will
be designed to simulate the passage of tens of thousands of
vehicles in a 24-hour period to demonstrate how different
pavements stand up to heavy usage at freezing temperatures.
The funding was recently announced by U.S. Sens. Patrick
Leahy and Jeanne Shaheen.

Indianapolis Highways Cut Off 18 Months for
Rebuild Work

A judge is expected to rule any day on whether Dakota
Access pipeline can continue operating during an environmental review.

INDIANAPOLIS (AP) — The two interstate routes through
downtown Indianapolis are now cut in two for a reconstruction project that highway officials expect will take 18 months
to complete.

Tiny Bats Put Kibosh on Power Line TreeCutting for 2 Months

The recent closure allows traffic on Interstates 70 and 65 to
reach the city’s downtown, but through traffic is blocked as
crews rebuild a portion of the route the two highways share.

PORTLAND, Maine (AP) — Tree-cutting on a key stretch of a
$1 billion hydropower project in western Maine was forced
to stop almost as soon as it started to protect the newly born
young of a federally protected bat.

State highway officials recommend that any drivers traveling
through the Indianapolis area use I-465 as a detour route.

The New England Clean Energy Connect has a narrow window of only two weeks to begin work on the power line
after a federal appeals court gave the green light to proceed
last week. Tree removal will have to stop in June and July
when the pups of northern long-eared bats are born and
cannot yet fly.
The northern long-eared bats are tiny — the size of a small
mouse — and they live in trees instead of caves.

A major portion of the $320 million project is rebuilding
what is known at the North Split, the northern interchange
that brings the two highways together on the eastern edge
of downtown Indianapolis.
Work on the project is expected to continue until fall 2022.

Shreveport Kicks Off $36 Million Drinking
Water Renovation

A permit issued by the Army Corps of Engineers in November
prohibited tree-cutting during June and July, and tree crews
who’re already on the job had planned to stop during the
two-month period to protect the bats, whose populations
have been decimated by so-called white nose syndrome.

SHREVEPORT, La. (AP) — Shreveport is launching a $36.5
million project designed to improve its drinking water infrastructure.

Vermont Company Gets $5 Million for
Extreme Cold System

“We learned in February how critical it is to have a reliable
water system,” William Daniel, Water and Sewerage director, told the newspaper. “The completion of this project will
guarantee a more efficient system to deliver safe drinking
water to our residents.”

HANOVER, N.H. (AP) — A Vermont company is getting more
than $5 million for a New Hampshire-based project examining the effects of extreme cold on different kinds of roadways and airstrips.
The U.S. Army Corps of Engineer’s Cold Regions Research and
Engineering Laboratory is providing the funding to Applied

The city is renovating its service pump station that was built
in the 1930s, the Shreveport Times reported.

The money will go toward renovating deteriorated parts of
the building and repurposing space so it can be more effectively used, the newspaper said. The work will also include
installing new backwash and high service pumps. That will
help increase the reliability and capacity of those systems.
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State Rep. Joe Tate speaks during a press conference, Thursday, June 3, 2021, in Detroit. Stellantis, the world’s fourth largest car manufacturer, wants to
make the area around its Detroit Assembly Complex the most environmentally friendly neighborhood in the city, the automaker announced. (Clarence
Tabb Jr./Detroit News via AP)

Stellantis Reveals Green Plans Around
Detroit Assembly Plant
DETROIT (AP) — Stellantis wants to make the area around
its Detroit Assembly Complex the most environmentally
friendly neighborhood in the city, the automaker recently
announced.

to filter rainwater runoff before it flows into sewer systems.
Environmental education signage, bike racks, a bat house,
beehives, a pollinator garden and a rain garden also are
planned.

The 3-year, $1 million endeavor seeks to help improve environmental infrastructure around the complex on the city’s
east side.

Stellantis, the world’s fourth largest car manufacturer, was
created this year with the merger of Fiat Chrysler and PSA
Peugeot.

A neighborhood education pavilion will be built starting this
year at a nearby stormwater park, a greenspace reconfigured

In 2019, Fiat Chrysler began converting two old plants into
the assembly complex. The company agreed to a community
benefits deal with the city to provide $35 million to support

8
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workforce development and training programs, education,
neighborhood and housing improvements, and sustainable
operations.
The agreement is in addition to the automaker’s $1.6 billion
investment in the assembly complex. It hired 3,850 people to
work at the new auto plant.
More than 75 meetings have been held with neighborhood
groups, residents, area businesses and others to get input
on what should be done around the complex, according to
Stellantis.
“We’re listening to our neighbors and working with them
to improve the quality of life for people who live and work
here,” said Ron Stallworth, an external affairs manager for

the automaker.
About 800 of a planned 1,100 trees also have been donated by Stellantis and planted with the help of the nonprofit
group The Greening of Detroit on the automaker’s property
and within the immediate neighborhood.
Rain barrels and information about the benefits of capturing and reusing rainwater, wildlife and habitat conservation
efforts, and restoration of vacant lots are among future
projects of Detroit’s Greenest Initiative.
“We put in a lot of time working with Stellantis on the ideas
that would be best for our community, and we are happy to
see these projects starting,” said state Rep. Joe Tate, a Democrat from Detroit.
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RECALL: Kidde TruSense Smoke and
Combination Smoke/Carbon Monoxide
Alarms

Recall Details
Description:
This recall involves Kidde TruSense Smoke Alarms and Combination Smoke/Carbon Monoxide Alarms. The recalled units
are Kidde Model Series 2040, 2050, 2060 and 2070 Smoke
and Combination Smoke/Carbon Monoxide alarms. Only
alarms with the TruSense logo or “AMBER=FAULT” printed
on the front of the alarm are included in this recall. The
model number is printed on the back of the alarm.
Remedy:
Consumers should immediately contact Kidde for a free replacement alarm. Consumers should keep using the recalled
alarms until they install replacement alarms.

928 N Oaklawn Avenue | Elmhurst, IL 60126
Website: www.chicagosteam.net
Office: 708-448-6459
Email: info@chicagosteam.net

Incidents/Injuries:
No incidents or injuries have been reported.
Sold At:
Walmart, Home Depot, Menards and other department,
home and hardware stores and electrical distributors nationwide, and online at Amazon.com, ShopKidde.com and other
online retailers from May 2019 through September 2020
Importer(s):
Walter Kidde Portable Equipment Company Inc., of Mebane,
N.C.
Manufactured In:
China
Recall number:
21-130
Units:
About 226,000
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Is your condensate leaking all over your
boiler room floor?
Chicago Steam & Hydronics has teamed
with Shipco Pumps to provide all your
condensate management needs. We offer
a wide variety of condensate return systems,
boiler feed systems, and deaerators to fit
ANY application! If you can imagine it, we
can build it. We have a large inventory of
parts and complete units ready to support
your steam systems.

DuPont Performance Building Solutions
Announces Build for Sure Initiative
WILMINGTON, Del. — DuPont recently announced the launch
of the Build for Sure campaign, a marketing initiative that
highlights the value of the DuPont Residential building products portfolio combined with the DuPont breadth of industry
knowledge to help builders and contractors to build better.
Build for Sure is based upon a foundation of building science, a comprehensive DuPont family of products, and an
extensive range of benefits builders and contractors receive
from DuPont. This includes a system of highly reliable, tested,
proven and warrantied products that are built to last. The
products also offer sustainable solutions, including air and
water tightness that allows for enhanced energy efficiency
now and in years to come.
Builders using DuPont products can utilize many resources
including the Building Knowledge Center, our unparalleled
specialist and technical networks, and the newly launched
EDU HUB portal site. Through the EDU HUB, DuPont is
offering the Residentially Speaking podcast series, regular
webinars, product videos and a website that is full of install
guidelines, practical tips and construction guidance. As
leaders in the building industry, DuPont strongly believes in
providing educational assistance to help builders and contractors develop knowledge, enabling successful builds. Build
for Sure helps enable both the preservation of the building

GET THE WORD OUT.

at hand and the builder’s reputation for years to come.
“The Build for Sure initiative highlights the overall strength
and differentiation of the DuPont offering," said Alan Hubbell, Residential Marketing Leader North America, DuPont
Performance Building Solutions. "We stand side-by-side
with our builder and contractor partners, providing premium products and the guidance they need to succeed. The
fact our products have been the trusted go-to solutions for
decades provides an unmistakable confidence for the builder
community. Helping builders to build healthy, safe homes
that last is our goal and helps to power future innovation.
We pride ourselves on providing premium products and solutions to meet or exceed building codes, and anticipating the
needs of the builder as the world evolves."
DuPont Performance Building Solutions provides the marketplace with a full suite of weatherization, thermal and
air sealing solutions and services with the Build for Sure
campaign being the latest addition to a solution set aimed
at both supplying and serving the needs of the residential
building industry. DuPont knows staying abreast of the latest
information and topics in construction is important to builders because the homes they build today will need to stand
the test of time — expanding, contracting, breathing and
protecting — for generations to come. Build better. Build
beyond. Build for sure.
To learn more about the Build for Sure initiative, visit
www.dupont.com/building/buildforsure.html

Would you like to have your services or
products featured in a video and general
meeting webinar?
Contact Alex Boerner at
aboerner@chiefengineer.org for details.

www.chiefengineer.org
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Scottish Rite Center Sizes Up Cooling
Tower Technology Options
The 130-year-old Scottish Rite Center in Wichita, Kansas
recently ran into a common problem with its metal cooling
tower that supported the HVAC system. The old tower had
completely rusted out and was now in total disrepair.
“It was really rotten and leaking all the time, but we kept
patching it and patching it,” says Charles Dye, owner of First
Service LLC — a plumbing, heating, and air-conditioning contractor servicing companies throughout central Kansas. “We
kept it going until it couldn’t take it any longer.”
For more than a century, the facility was home to the Scottish Rite Freemasons of Wichita. Now it is run by TempleLive,
which hosts major concerts, wedding receptions, and other
private events throughout the year. Voted as the most beautiful building in Wichita in the 1970s, the building’s exterior
resembles that of an old English castle constructed out of
large limestone blocks. Its interior is even more detailed,
often described as lavish and mysterious.
The only part of the historical building that was less than
enchanting was the old metal-clad cooling tower that sat on
the roof. So, in the summer of 2020, Dye and TempleLive determined that the constant maintenance on the tower was
costing them too much time and resources and it was finally
time to invest in a new tower.
“At first we were just looking at going with another metal
tower,” says Dye. “But honestly, we were not thrilled with
the idea of repeating history; knowing how much maintenance goes into metal towers.”

industry. It checked all our boxes, and so we went with it.”
Engineered plastic cooling towers are made from high-density polyethylene (HDPE) and are used in numerous industrial
processing and HVAC applications because of their inherent
resistance to corrosion as well as their high-efficiency features.
HDPE technology is not new. In fact, engineered-plastic
cooling towers were first developed by Delta Cooling Towers
in the 1970s. The technology has expanded over the years to
include a variety of HDPE models ranging from 10 to 2,500
cooling tons.
“It came all in one piece,” explains Dye. “You just put it on
the pad, bolt the thing down, connect the 6" PVC pipe and
hook up the electrical. It was super easy.”

Where People Win!
www.JohnstoneHMG.com

The Huestis-Meyers Group

•700 + Vendors•Local Distribution Center
•Over 1 Million Parts•Easy Online Ordering

Comparing Cooling Tower Construction
At that point, they decided to expand the search and compare each of the basic materials used in the construction of
cooling towers.
“We looked at stainless steel, but the cost was too high, and
with the fiberglass, you have to mix it up and seal the seams
in the sump. We weren’t too crazy about doing all that,”
explains Dye. “We just wanted a tower that was affordable,
easy to install, and something that would last a long time
with less maintenance.”
The drawbacks of metal, steel, and fiberglass led Dye to an
old friend who had some experience with engineered-plastic
cooling towers.
“I really did not know anything about them,” says Dye.
“Mark O’Donnell at Heaven Engineering introduced me to
the technology. I did some research and was really impressed by the 20-year warranty. You don’t see that in this
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Chief Engineers Associate Member
Mention “Chief” on your 1st order over $100, and receive a
FREE Klein 4-1 electronic screwdriver! Limit 1 per customer.
Serving Chicago and Suburbs. Call for all your HVAC/R Needs.

5 Convenient Locations
Chicago

Crestwood

Joliet

Hammond

Naperville

(773) 476-7545 (708) 385-3070 (815) 215-1170 (219) 989-9000 (630) 983-9373

Enhancing Aesthetics
When TempleLive took over the facility recently, the company was determined to make it the premier venue in Kansas.
One of the keys to that strategy was to preserve the facility’s
architectural elegance from all sides. That being said, the old
metal-clad tower — easily visible from the rear of the building — was a bit of an eyesore.
“The old metal cooling tower was big, clunky, and looked
like an old shed sitting up there. It was ugly,” says Dye. “The
new plastic tower looks really nice, but you have to kind
of look for it because it just blends into the building really
well.”
It was not just the sight of the rusted tower that was lacking,
the noise coming from the old unit was also an issue.

maintenance and it’s really quiet,” concludes Dye. “We really
like it.”
Engineered plastic cooling towers also offer the potential
for long-term savings that go well beyond their competitive
upfront costs. Because HDPE cooling towers do not leak, as
is a common complaint with standard metal-clad units, users
save on both water usage and treatment chemicals.
Additional options include VFDs (variable-frequency drive)
fans which offer even more savings. Some operations have
calculated the total electric power energy savings to be more
than 40 percent.
For more information, contact Delta Cooling Towers, Inc.;
(800) 289-3358; email: sales@deltacooling.com; or visit the
website: www.deltacooling.com

“The old metal tower had a gearbox on the fan motor, and it
was pretty noisy,” adds Dye.
The unit the facility ultimately selected was a Delta Cooling
Paragon T150 model which has a capacity of 150 cooling tons
and, partly because of its design, also runs much quieter than
other cooling towers.
“The new tower has a direct drive motor, so it requires less
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Bill Gates Company to Build Reactor at
Wyoming Coal Plant
By Mead Gruver | Associated Press

CHEYENNE, Wyo. (AP) — A next-generation, small nuclear
plant will be built at a soon-to-be retired coal-fired power
plant in Wyoming in the next several years, business and government officials recently announced.
The plant featuring a sodium reactor and molten salt energy
storage system will perform better, be safer and cost less
than traditional nuclear power, Microsoft co-founder and
TerraPower founder and chairman Bill Gates said.
Bellevue, Washington-based TerraPower is working with
Rocky Mountain Power, an electric utility serving Wyoming
and other Western states, to put the Natrium reactor at one
of four of the utility’s power plants in Wyoming, with the
location to be decided later this year.
“We think Natrium will be a game-changer for the energy
industry,” Gates said by video link to a news conference
hosted by Republican Gov. Mark Gordon. “Wyoming has
been a leader in energy for over a century and we hope our
investment in Natrium will help Wyoming to stay in the lead
for many decades to come.”
Wyoming is the top uranium-mining state, and the reactor would use uranium from “in situ” mines that extract
the heavy metal from networks of water wells on the high
plains, officials said.
Wyoming also is the top coal mining state. The U.S. coal
industry has suffered a dramatic downturn over the past
decade as utilities switch to cheaper and cleaner-burning gas
to generate electricity.
The reactor proposal creates common ground between Wyoming, one of the most Republican states, and Democratic
President Joe Biden’s administration.
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Wyoming is a top producer of greenhouse gases from its
coal, oil and natural gas industries. The Biden administration
has halted oil and gas leasing on federal lands in the West
as it seeks to reduce carbon emissions by half, compared to
2005 levels, by 2030.
“The future of nuclear energy is here,” U.S. Energy Secretary
Jennifer Granholm said by video link. “It’s got a simpler design that will hopefully result in faster construction at lower
cost. It’s going to create a smaller footprint. It’s going to be
equipped with next-generation safety measures.”
If it’s as reliable as conventional nuclear power, the
345-megawatt plant would produce enough power for
roughly 250,000 homes. The plant also would produce hydrogen, which can power trucks and other vehicles with fuel
cells.
Several coal-fired power closures are planned in the West in
coming years, including some in Wyoming. A nuclear plant
with hundreds of well-playing jobs, sending power over
transmission lines already in place, could offset the economic
blow of a coal plant retirement.
The plant will be a “multibillion-dollar project” with costs
to be split evenly between government and private industry,
TerraPower President and CEO Chris Levesque said.
The plant would produce two-thirds less waste by volume
than conventional nuclear plants, Levesque said.
Proposals to store nuclear waste in Wyoming have failed
to pass the state Legislature in recent decades. While some
waste would need to be stored on site, the plant isn’t going
to be a way to “solve the nation’s waste problems,” Gordon
said.

Gordon announced last winter he would make Wyoming carbon negative, meaning the state would capture more carbon
dioxide than it emitted. Gordon is a proponent of carbon
capture, or nabbing the greenhouse gas from power plant
flue streams and pumping it underground. The technology
has yet to be proven commercially viable on a large scale.
Gordon also has held open the possibility of suing states
whose greenhouse gas goals lead to the shutdown of
Wyoming coal-fired power. He continued to stand by fossil
energy.
“I am not going to abandon any of our fossil fuel industry. It
is absolutely essential to our state,” Gordon said.
Fossil fuels have been a blessing and curse for Wyoming,
subjecting the state to recession and population loss during
low oil and gas prices and roaring booms when prices soar.
The latest trend — amid coal’s steady downturn and oil
prices that plunged during the coronavirus pandemic — is a
bust that has forced Gordon to slash state spending over the
past year.
The Powder River Basin Resource Council landowner group
was skeptical the reactor plan would change much.
“Wyoming’s elected leaders have still not come forward with
a real plan to address lost jobs, declining revenues and the
dissolution of coal communities,” resource council Chairwoman Marcia Westkott said in a statement.

TerraPower Founder and Chairman Bill Gates speaks to the crowd in a
recorded video message during the press conference Wyoming Capitol,
Wednesday, June 2, 2021, in Cheyenne, Wyo., announcing efforts to
advance a Natrium reactor demonstration project. “We think Natrium will
be a game-changer for the energy industry,” Gates said by video link to
a news conference hosted by Gov. Mark Gordon. “Wyoming has been
a leader in energy for over the century and we hope our investment in
Natrium will help Wyoming to stay in the lead for many decades to come.”
(Michael Cummo/The Wyoming Tribune Eagle via AP)

Gillette in coal-rich northeastern Wyoming, the Naughton
plant near Kemmerer in southwestern Wyoming, the Jim
Bridger plant outside Rock Springs in southwestern Wyoming
and the Dave Johnston plant near Glenrock in uranium-rich
east-central Wyoming.

The candidate reactor sites are the Wyodak plant near
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Gicon Engineered Pumps Announces
Rebrand as Headwater Engineered
Systems
LITTLETON, Colo. — Gicon Engineered Pumps has announced
that, going forward, it will be renamed Headwater Engineered Systems. As a part of Headwater Companies’ national
footprint, Headwater Engineered Systems will be able to provide its products and services to all Headwater Companies’
network of customers going forward.
For almost two decades, Gicon Engineered Pumps worked
with specifying engineers to build custom products, systems
and designs. These include high-voltage, high-horsepower
water transfer designs as turnkey solutions for advanced,
nonstandard applications in municipal, commercial and
industrial settings.
In addition to engineered-to-order products, Headwater
Engineered Systems provides all the technical support, field
services support, installation, onsite training and troubleshooting for any type of system — from a custom-built 650
horsepower submersible or lineshaft turbine to a pre-packaged pumping system.
General Manager of Commercial Business Mark Durham is
excited about the opportunity to synergize with Headwater
Companies and its customers.
“We are very excited to introduce Headwater Engineered
Systems and to provide engineered and specified products
and professional services to the commercial, municipal and
industrial markets that Headwater Companies currently
serves,” Durham says. “It allows Headwater Companies to
broaden its market scope with confidence, knowing they
have a competent team and product offering to meet and
exceed expectations.”

Gicon Engineered Pumps recently announced its joining with Headwater
Companies and rebranding as Headwater Engineered Systems.

Headwater Engineered Systems will be headed up by Mark
Hacker, newly appointed operations manager. Hacker brings
28 years of industry experience to the role, from customer
service to manufacturing and engineering processes. Hacker joins a team of professionals with equal experience with
varying skill sets and professional disciplines to round out
one of the most respected teams in the industry.
Furthermore, Gicon Engineered Pumps was recently recertified for the ISO 9001 certification under the Headwater Engineered Systems name. By meeting the requirements set forth
in the ISO 9001 Standard, Headwater Engineered Systems
demonstrates its ability to consistently provide products and
services that meet customer and regulatory requirements.
“Attaining the ISO 9001 certification is a mark of commitment to quality,” Durham says. “We just had a major audit
with zero infractions, which is essentially a perfect score. It
points to our unwavering dedication to quality.” Gicon Engineered Pumps has been ISO certified each year since 2015.
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Georgia Nuclear Plant Now Delayed
Until 2022 as Costs Mount

By Jeff Amy | Associated Press

ATLANTA (AP) — Georgia Power Co. has announced that
delays in completing testing means the first new unit at its
Vogtle plant is now unlikely to start generating electricity
before January at the earliest.
The unit of Atlanta-based Southern Co. had in recent years
been aiming to complete the first unit in November, but
officials recently told investors that it would probably be
finished in December. Company officials have said that testing began in late April, would take three weeks longer than
expected, and is unlikely to be completed before late June,
adding more time to construction and startup.
The additional month will add another $48 million to the
cost of the two nuclear units being built alongside two existing units near Augusta. The project is now projected to cost
more than $26 billion for all its owners, including Georgia
Power, electric cooperatives and municipal utilities. Ultimately, most electric customers in Georgia, except those in
the northwest corner of the state served by affiliates of the
Tennessee Valley Authority, will have to pay for the plant.
Florida’s Jacksonville Electric Authority is also obligated to
buy power from Vogtle.
The further delay was disclosed in a periodic hearing with
the Georgia Public Service Commission to discuss spending
and construction progress on the only nuclear plant being
built in the U.S. Commissioners must ultimately decide how
much of Georgia Power’s share of the spending is allowable
and how paying the bill will be phased in for 2.6 million
ratepayers.
Customers are already paying for part of the plant. Rates
have gone up 3.4 percent to pay for earlier costs and Georgia
Power projects rates will rise another 6.6 percentage points
for a total increase of 10 percent.
The reactors, approved in 2012, were initially estimated to
cost a total of $14 billion, with the first new reactor originally planned to start generation in 2016. Delays and costs
spiraled, especially after the main contractor filed for bankruptcy in 2017. The company and regulators insist that the
plant is the best source of future clean and reliable energy
for Georgia.

U.S. Secretary of Energy Rick Perry speaks during a press event at the construction site of Vogtle Units 3 and 4 at the Alvin W. Vogtle Electric Generating Plant, in Waynesboro, Ga. Georgia Power Co. recently told regulators
that the first new reactor at the power plant isn’t expected to be complete
until January 2022 at the earliest because of delays in testing. (Hyosub Shin/
Atlanta Journal-Constitution via AP, File)

mission has approved. The company currently projects $8.7
billion in spending, though, plus borrowing costs ratepayers
will also have to repay. The company could seek repayment
of some of the amount over $7.3 billion.
“Exceeding the $7.3 billion, that does not mean the costs are
unrecoverable, it just means the standard of proof there has
changed, it has gotten higher,” said Georgia Power’s Jeremiah Haswell.
The company says that workers being out with COVID-19 has
caused delays in recent months, as well as having to redo
electrical and other work that the company decided wasn’t
up to standard. Georgia Power said there’s some evidence
that contractors were declaring work complete without testing for deficiencies, relying on inspectors to catch it and fix
any problems later. The company is currently engaged in hot
functional testing of the first reactor and has encountered
more expansion of metal parts as systems were more heated
up than anticipated.

The first new reactor is 98 percent complete, but Southern
Nuclear Vice President Aaron Abramovitz said risk of delays
and problems doesn’t go away.

“There’s a chance we may need to make some adjustments
to the structural supports,” Stephen Kuczynski, president
and CEO of Southern Nuclear, said of the thermal expansion
issues.

“I would expect risk to decrease,” he told regulators. “I
would not expect risk to go to zero.”

The second new reactor is supposed to start operating in
November 2022. The company says it is still on schedule.

Georgia Power has agreed to write off about the first $700
million over the $7.3 billion that the Public Service Com-
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LSU Faculty Receive $9.3M Grant to
Investigate Collaborative Ecosystem
Design Approaches
BATON ROUGE, La. (GLOBE NEWSWIRE) — Sometimes years’
worth of studies and research can turn into a collaboration
that will not only help the nation’s military but also coastal
land-margin regions around the globe. Such is the case with
LSU Civil and Environmental Engineering Professors Scott
Hagen and Clint Willson and LSU College of the Coast &
Environment Professor Robert Twilley, who recently received
a $9.3 million grant from the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
to work alongside the U.S. Army Engineer Research and Development Center’s Environmental Laboratory (ERDC-EL) and
the University of Delaware to explore how sea-level rise and
other impacts of climate change will affect coastal military
bases and ecosystems.

and is the director of the LSU Center for Coastal Resiliency,
has spent the last decade developing a research program
around the coastal dynamics of sea-level rise and has secured
millions of dollars in grant money for his transdisciplinary
efforts over the years — more than $4 million from the
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA),
as well as millions from other federal agencies. These efforts
focus on the impact that sea-level rise has over the entire
coastal land-margin and — through field data collection,
laboratory analysis and the development and application
of high-performance computational models — can simulate
and help to diagnose past, present and future conditions for
far-ranging scenarios.

This is the largest grant ever awarded to a single coastal
engineering and science team at LSU.

Willson, who holds the Mike N. Dooley Professorship at LSU,
has worked on overland models over the years and currently runs the LSU Center for River Studies, which conducts
research on the world’s major rivers (with a specific focus on

Hagen, who holds the LSU Louisiana Sea Grant Laborde Chair
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the Mississippi River), and houses one of the world’s largest
movable bed physical models. Through this project and others, his group also applies hydrology and hydraulics models
to study how overland and riverine flows are impacted by
natural and human systems, including land use and land
cover, river geometry, and sea-level rise.

“Ultimately, all of this applies to communities,” Willson said.
“It doesn’t matter whether it’s an Army base or a facility
along the coast. They still have to think about how their resource is going to be affected by changes in riverine flooding
or whether it’s increased precipitation or flow from storm
surge.”

Twilley, who is the executive director of the LSU Coastal
Sustainability Studio and the project’s principal investigator,
has researched the Wax Lake Delta ecosystem over the past
20 years, and is an internationally recognized expert for his
systems ecology research in coastal wetlands, including mangrove systems in the Gulf of Mexico and around the world.

Willson said a lot more is known about the climate now than
before, and with that understanding is a broader recognition
of the uncertainties needed to design within.

Since January 2015, these three professors have worked
together with numerous other LSU faculty and staff on a
$1.6 million NSF Coastal SEES grant and, more recently, have
contributed to the $3 million “Inland from the Coast” project
led by the LSU Coastal Sustainability Studio and Willson as
co-PI.
“It’s our individual and collective efforts that gave us a
profile where the University of Delaware and the U.S. Army
ERDC-EL looked at that and said we’re the missing piece,”
Twilley said. “We have scholarly work that culminated in an
effort where we’re translating systems ecology, large-scale
physical modeling, and the coastal dynamics of sea-levelrise paradigm to develop collaborative ecosystem design
approaches to restoring coastal land-margin regions here in
Louisiana and around the U.S. coasts.”
Hagen said that how core flooding processes change is critical.
“If you don’t understand how water flows or its changing
salinity levels, you cannot construct a robust ecological model,” Hagen said. “Whenever we as civil engineers build an
infrastructure, whether it’s a bridge, seawall, roadway, structure, or ideally, a nature-based infrastructure, one of the first
things we do is assess the soil properties. If we don’t understand the water cycle and ecological systems that influence
how these soil properties can change, we can’t rigorously
design for the future.
“Dr. Twilley can take our results and use them from a systems
ecology perspective in order to express how they’re going to
respond over time,” Hagen continued. “Then the U.S. Army
ERDC-EL and University of Delaware can use that information
to say if soil properties are going to change based on those
conditions. When the soil properties change, there is potential for having to rethink how the Army and society deals
with the coastal land-margin. It’s not only about the military
responding to sea level rise, but also societies. Huge population migrations will happen, which we’ve already seen with
some Louisiana fishing communities.”

“Do we know what it’s really going to be like in 20 years?”
Willson said. “No, but we have better tools, data and modeling now. However, we still have the problem of how do
we move forward thinking about planning and designing
systems, which could be roads, installations, or training areas.
How do we design those so we can adapt as we move forward, or can we better manage what’s going on to maintain
the effectiveness of whatever the system was? This is exactly
why we developed a new master’s program in coastal and
ecological engineering in 2012.”
The M.S. in Coastal and Ecological Engineering, a joint
program through the LSU Departments of Civil and Environmental Engineering and Oceanography and Coastal Sciences,
focuses on integrating collaborative ecosystem design with
traditional coastal and water resources engineering concepts and methodologies. The objective of the program is to
produce masters-level students who have the background
and skillsets to design systems that will perform to not only
current or future design standards but are able to adapt and
continue to function under dynamic and uncertain future
conditions.
What happens with the eroding coastline, climate and less
predictable storm systems each year remains to be seen.
However, the LSU team will spend at least the next four years
researching how to bring all this together so that coastal
communities and military bases can better plan for an uncertain future.
“It’s not a simple problem to solve,” Willson said.
“The work we’re going to be doing can’t be done simply
with a multidisciplinary team,” Hagen said. “One needs to
understand and have the component of the other in order to
get from point A to point B. It requires collaborative ecosystem design, which with curriculum enhancements like the MS
program and the direct involvement of our stakeholders can
be a truly convergent research process.”

Willson said that the Department of Defense has many installations along the coast. This project takes those facilities and
training areas into consideration, which could affect future
military operations.
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A Green Tech Battery Plant is
Transforming Deep-Red Georgia
By Greg Bluestein | The Atlanta Journal-Constitution
COMMERCE, Ga. (AP) — The size of the SK Innovation electric battery plant is staggering, a construction project so vast
it splays out along an industrial highway as far as the eye can
see.
But what really impressed Gov. Brian Kemp after a tour of
one of the largest economic development projects in Georgia
history was his chat with two workers on the construction
site: one a graduate of the same Athens high school he
attended, another a native of the nearby mountain town of
Toccoa.
“It’s what we knew was coming when we broke ground
here,” Kemp said of the surge of jobs and growth coming
to the region. “We’re excited about the ability of this great
company to continue to grow, with great jobs not only now
but into the future.”
The $2.6 billion development was saved earlier this year
when SK Innovation and a bitter South Korean rival, LG
Energy Solution, struck a last-minute deal that allowed the
construction to move forward on factories that will supply
batteries for Ford and Volkswagen electric vehicles.
And the decision to plant a green technology facility in the
middle of a deep-red part of Georgia is already electrifying
the local economy and leaving a broad regional footprint
that could bring jobs, new investment — and new challenges
— to the rural, conservative community.
The project promises to create at least 2,600 jobs in an area
once reliant on the fading textile industry. It is moving the
region toward a high-tech, high-skilled future as part of President Joe Biden’s plan to build a U.S.-based infrastructure for
electric vehicles to combat climate change.
SK Innovation Chief Executive Jun Kim told The Atlanta
Journal-Constitution that the plant could eventually employ
more than 6,000 workers and is expected to also bring thousands of other jobs ranging from parts suppliers to restaurateurs catering to the growing industry.
That growth is coming to an area whose biggest draw once
was the cluster of outlets along I-85. A boom of apartment
construction surrounds the Atlanta Dragway on the outskirts
of Commerce, and the historic racetrack was put on the market for future development.
Rental properties for construction workers are snapped up
in days. New homes can’t be built fast enough, local officials
say, and suppliers are busy scouting sites. Southeast Toyota
Distributors added to the boom earlier this year when it
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finished a $100 million-plus parts facility in the area.
“We listed a parcel of property for 90 acres for almost $4 million, and we got two offers within three weeks,” said Robert
White, a local real estate agent and community leader. “Five
years ago, that would have sat there for five years. There’s an
explosion of industry around here.”
The project is part of a long-term strategy that could reshape
this slice of northeast Georgia, which officials hope to turn
into a hub of a resilient new U.S.-based electric vehicle battery supply chain.
U.S. Sen. Jon Ossoff helped broker the $1.8 billion settlement to end a long-running trade dispute that jeopardized
the project, and he told the AJC that he’s reaching out to
clean-energy firms to attract new businesses and investment
in the state.
The Democrat envisions a clean energy arc across North
Georgia that also encompasses a massive solar plant in Dalton.
“The desire for prosperity, jobs and opportunity is bipartisan.
The future is here,” Ossoff said. “The question is how fast
and how effectively will we make this transition. What I’m
going to do is champion Georgia as the heart of this vital
transition to clean energy.”
Kemp, facing re-election in 2022, compared the Commerce
project to the sprawling Kia auto plant in West Point, which
he said has spawned roughly 14,000 jobs directly and indirectly.
“We’ll see the same thing here. I’m convinced of that,” he
said. “The demand is coming.”
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Water Crisis ‘Couldn’t Be Worse’ on
Oregon-California Border
By Gillian Flaccus | Associated Press
PORTLAND, Ore. (AP) — The water crisis along the California-Oregon border went from dire to catastrophic recently as
federal regulators shut off irrigation water to farmers from a
critical reservoir and said they would not send extra water to
dying salmon downstream or to a half-dozen wildlife refuges
that harbor millions of migrating birds each year.
In what is shaping up to be the worst water crisis in generations, the U.S. Bureau of Reclamation said that it will not
release water this season into the main canal that feeds the
bulk of the massive Klamath Reclamation Project, marking
a first for the 114-year-old irrigation system. The agency
announced in April that hundreds of irrigators would get
dramatically less water than usual, but a worsening drought
picture means that water will be completely shut off instead.
The entire region is in extreme or exceptional drought, according to federal monitoring reports, and Oregon’s Klamath
County is experiencing its driest year in 127 years.
“This year’s drought conditions are bringing unprecedented
hardship to the communities of the Klamath Basin,” said
Reclamation Deputy Commissioner Camille Calimlim Touton,
calling the decision one of “historic consequence.” “Reclamation is dedicated to working with our water users, tribes and
partners to get through this difficult year and developing
long-term solutions for the basin.”
The canal, a major component of the federally operated
Klamath Reclamation Project, funnels Klamath River water
from the Upper Klamath Lake just north of the OregonCalifornia border to more than 130,000 acres, where generations of ranchers and farmers have grown hay, alfalfa and
potatoes and grazed cattle.
Only one irrigation district within the 200,000-acre project
will receive any water from the Klamath River system this
growing season, and it will have a severely limited supply,
the Klamath Water Users Association said in a statement.
Some other farmers rely on water from a different river, and
they will also have a limited supply.
“This just couldn’t be worse,” said Klamath Irrigation District
president Ty Kliewer. “The impacts to our family farms and
these rural communities will be off the scale.”
At the same time, the agency said it would not release any
so-called “flushing flows” from the same dam on the Upper
Klamath Lake to bolster water levels downstream in the
lower Klamath River. The river is key to the survival of coho
salmon, which are listed as threatened under the Endangered Species Act. In better water years, the pulses of water
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help to keep the river cool and turbulent — conditions that
help the fragile species. The fish are central to the diet and
culture of the Yurok Tribe, California’s largest federally recognized tribe.
The tribe recently said that low flows from drought and from
previous mismanagement of the river by the federal agency
was causing a die-off of juvenile salmon from a disease that
flourishes when water levels are low. Yurok fish biologists
who have been testing the baby salmon in the lower Klamath River are finding that 70 percent of the fish are already
dead in the traps used to collect them and 97 percent are
infected by the parasite known as C. shasta.
“Right now, the Klamath River is full of dead and dying fish
on the Yurok Reservation,” said Frankie Myers, vice chairman
of the Yurok Tribe. “This disease will kill most of the baby
salmon in the Klamath, which will impact fish runs for many

Hundreds of Klamath River salmon rotting near Klamath, Calif., after restoration of irrigation to farmers upstream produced low and warm water conditions that spread disease among the fish. A severe drought is creating a water crisis not seen in more than a century for farmers, tribes and federally
protected fish along the Oregon-California border. (AP Photo/Joe Cavaretta, File)

years to come. For salmon people, a juvenile fish kill is an
absolute worst-case scenario.”
Irrigators, meanwhile, reacted with disbelief as the news of
a water shut-off in the canals spread. A newsletter published
by the Klamath Water Users Association, which represents
many of the region’s farmers, blared the headline, “Worst
Day in the History of the Klamath Project.” Farmers reported
already seeing dust storms that obscured vision for 100 yards,
and they worried about their wells running dry.
About 30 protesters showed up at the head gates of the
main dam to protest the shut-off and to ask the irrigation
district to defy federal orders and divert the water. The
Herald and News reported that they were with a group
called People’s Rights, a far-right organization founded by
anti-government activist Ammon Bundy.
Oregon Gov. Kate Brown and California Gov. Gavin Newsom,
both Democrats, have declared drought emergencies in the
region, and the Bureau of Reclamation has set aside $15 million in immediate aid for irrigators. Another $10 million will
be available for drought assistance from the U.S. Department
of Agriculture.
Ben DuVal, president of the Klamath Water Users Association, urged his members to remain peaceful and not let the
water crisis “be hijacked for other causes.”
The seasonal allocations are the region’s most dramatic development since irrigation water was all but cut off to hundreds of farmers in 2001 amid another severe drought — the
first time farmers’ interests took a backseat to fish and tribes.
The crisis made the rural farming region hundreds of miles
from any major city a national political flashpoint and
became a touchstone for Republicans who used the crisis to
take aim at the Endangered Species Act, with one GOP law-

maker calling the irrigation shutoff a “poster child” for why
changes were needed. A “bucket brigade” protest attracted
15,000 people who scooped water from the Klamath River
and passed it, hand over hand, to a parched irrigation canal.
The situation in the Klamath Basin was set in motion more
than a century ago, when the U.S. government began draining a network of shallow lakes and marshlands, redirecting
the natural flow of water and constructing hundreds of miles
of canals and drainage channels to create farmland. Homesteads were offered by lottery to World War II veterans.
The project turned the region into an agricultural powerhouse — some of its potato farmers supply In-N-Out Burger — but permanently altered an intricate water system
that spans hundreds of miles and from Southern Oregon to
Northern California.
In 1988, two species of sucker fish were listed as endangered
under federal law. Less than a decade later, coho salmon
that spawn downstream from the reclamation project, in the
lower Klamath River, were listed as threatened.
The water necessary to sustain the coho salmon downstream
comes from Upper Klamath Lake — the main holding tank
for the farmers’ irrigation system. At the same time, the sucker fish in the lake need at least 1 to 2 feet of water covering
the gravel beds they use as spawning grounds.
The drought also means that farmers this summer will not
flush irrigation water into a network of six national wildlife
refuges that are collectively called the Klamath National
Wildlife Refuge Complex. The refuges, nicknamed the Everglades of the West, support up to 80 percent of the birds
that migrate on the Pacific Flyway. The refuges also support
the largest concentrations of wintering Bald Eagles in the
lower 48 states.
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Municipal Sewer Cleaning: Train for
Gain
By Del Williams

For municipalities and contractors with heavy workloads
cleaning sewer, storm and sanitary lines, the fastest route to
getting the work done on time and on budget is often learning best practice techniques and equipment options, demonstrating them onsite, and then resolving specific problem
areas in the field with expert guidance.

Although all these factors are vital to sewer cleaning, to
ensure a job done well and on budget, the key is selecting
and applying the correct nozzle for the job, according to
Story. “Nozzles are designed to ‘jet’ material back to the
evacuation point and are ‘front line soldiers’ when cleaning
any pipe,” he says.

“Traditionally, sewer cleaning techniques are passed down
on the job from person to person, but seldom systematically taught. In our case, we always instructed that you go up
toward the manhole and then start cleaning as you return.
That is a misconception in the industry — one we lived with
until we got expert training,” says Marty Tew, a Fayetteville
PWC Water Resources Construction Field Supervisor.

As is known throughout the industry, there are tiers of
nozzles, which NASSCO rates for water efficiency from Tier 1
(about 30 percent efficient), Tier 2 (50-60 percent efficient),
to Tier 3 (75-98 percent efficient). Story explains that in
many cases, using a high efficiency Tier-3 nozzle will provide significantly more cleaning force, at a greater distance,
with less water. This enables crews to get more line cleaned
before having to leave the jobsite to refill the sewer truck
with water.

Fayetteville, North Carolina’s Public Works Commission (PWC)
maintains over 1,300 miles of sewer mains, 79 miles of forced
sewer mains and 85 lift stations. As a regional utility provider, PWC also maintains and operates several sanitary sewer
systems in the area.
“In years past, we had to repeatedly clean a lot of sewer line
because we were not effectively getting the job done. This
was due to insufficient training and not using the most effective cleaning nozzles and equipment for the job,” says Tew.
According to Tew, the municipality’s management and
technicians’ eyes were first opened to the effectiveness of
best-practice techniques and equipment during a hands-on
sewer cleaning demonstration, following onsite training.
“When we saw our trainer’s hands-on demo in the field, we
could not believe what a difference using the best tools and
techniques made. It was ‘proof in the pudding’ for me and
our operators,” says Tew.
Optimizing with Training
Tew, his managers, and operators received best-practice
sewer cleaning training from KEG Technologies, a manufacturer of sewer and storm line products including Tier 1 to Tier
3 nozzles, chain cutters, floor cleaners and camera nozzle
systems. The Spartanburg, S.C.-based company is a member
of NASSCO, the National Association of Sewer Service Companies, and its Tier 3 nozzles, such as the Torpedo and OMG,
provide up to 98-percent efficiency.
Typically, training begins with a quick overview of water
system basics to “fill in some critical gaps in knowledge,”
according to Dan Story, an experienced trainer and Operations Manager at KEG. This usually covers the essentials of
the Water Pump, Hose Reel and Hose, Water Pressure Gauge,
Flow Vs. Pressure, and Nozzle.
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However, even within the Tier 3 category there are significant differences in levels of efficiency. Opting for the lower
end Tier 3 nozzle with 75 percent efficiency could still lead
to additional trips to refill. Additionally, such units may not

The internal workings of the nozzle, including the way water gets turned, redirect the energy of the high-pressure water entering the nozzle as efficiently
as possible. This results in what is needed for the task: more thrust and power using less water.

remove restrictive sewer buildup or blockage in a timely
manner.

neled from a short conical shape to a larger, longer cylindrical shape, allowing a tight water pattern to emerge.

According to Story, a Tier-1, 30-degree drilled nozzle running
72 gallons a minute at 2,200 PSI will only exert 13 pounds of
force to move debris nine feet away from the nozzle. In contrast, a very high-efficiency Tier-3 nozzle running 60 gallons a
minute at 2,000 PSI will impact debris nine feet away with 98
pounds of force.

The internal workings of the nozzle, including the way the
water gets turned, redirect the energy of the high-pressure
water entering the nozzle as efficiently as possible. This
results in what is needed for the task: more thrust and power
using less water.

“If your objective is to remove debris out of the sewer line,
which one's going to do it better, 98 pounds of force or 13
pounds of force?” asks Story. “Using high-efficiency Tier-3
nozzles is key to getting more done in less time.”
What sets the most efficient Tier 3 nozzles apart from others
in the category is fluid mechanics engineering on a par with
the aerodynamics of race cars or jet fighters.
In the case of KEG’s Tier 3 nozzles, the high-performance
fluid mechanics design leaves little room for power losses
and excessive turbulence. After exiting the jetter hose, water
travels into the body of the nozzle before moving through
smooth, curved channels. This design enables the water to
maintain its power and speed before entering the nozzle’s
replaceable titanium ceramic inserts. Next, the water is fun-

The City of Allen Park, Michigan’s water and sewer department (within the Department of Public Service) has responsibility for duties such as sanitary sewer/storm sewer inspection, cleaning and repair.
To improve the department’s capabilities, KEG trained its
new and experienced operators in a one-day, onsite session.
According to Justin McLaughlin, a public service worker
involved with inspection and cleaning in the city’s water and
sewer department, the training included a hands-on demonstration.
He notes that one highlight was hooking up the department’s hydro excavator sewer cleaner to a six-foot long clear
pipe and using a hose with various high-efficiency Tier 3
(Continued on pg. 26)
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nozzles to visually show the difference such nozzles can
make.
He credits the training and demonstration with creating a
clearer understanding of effective sewer cleaning technique.
“If you clean too fast you only remove the surface layer and
leave sediment on the bottom. However, by cleaning slower
you can cut through the entire layer of debris, chop it up,
and vacuum it out,” says McLaughlin. “The takeaway was
that going slow and using less water with the right nozzle
is much more effective than rushing and having to make
multiple passes.”
McLaughlin points to the difference the training has made in
his own effectiveness.
“Cleaning a larger diameter sewer line our old way would
have taken me several passes. After the training, I was able
to clean it in one pass, while saving water and a trip to a
hydrant to refill the truck’s water tank,” he says.
According to McLaughlin, the City of Allen Park, Michigan’s
water and sewer department now uses high-efficiency Tier 3
nozzles in the field.
“The result has been cleaner sewer lines and more efficient
cleaning. We are not having to repeat clean the same area,
or clean extra for inspection,” he says.
Resolving Challenging Issues on the Job
When cleaning sewer, storm and sanitary lines, municipalities
and contractors will encounter a host of issues, such as tree
roots, total blockages, and “blown toilets” that will require
the use of special techniques and equipment to resolve.
For example, among specialized nozzles that can reduce certain issues: cutters can help with roots/vegetation; penetrating nozzles with total blockages; and rotational nozzles with
soft blockages, according to Story.
In addition, camera nozzles, such as KEG’s KleenSight Camera-Nozzle System, can simultaneously clean and record video for viewing, troubleshooting, and documenting problem
areas and their resolution.
According to Tew, the benefits of receiving expert training
and switching to ultra-efficient Tier 3 nozzles helped Fayetteville’s municipal PWC significantly. “With the training and
Tier 3 nozzles, we achieved about a 1-year ROI. We attained
more efficient labor and resource use. This included reduced
fuel use as well as vehicle and crew downtime,” says Tew.
While Tew does not insist that a Tier 3 nozzle is necessary for
every job, he does recommend it as an essential tool for the
municipal sewer crew’s toolbox. He points out that the increased efficiency of Fayetteville’s municipal PC work crews,
equipped with Tier 3 nozzles and expert training, has made
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meeting North Carolina state mandates for sewer maintenance easier.
“We are now using less water per pipe segment [with the
Tier 3 nozzles] and our employees love it,” Tew says. “We do
not have to work as hard but get more done. We are working smarter, not harder.”
As a case in point, he adds, “We are mandated by the state
to clean 10 percent of our sewers a year. While we have
always met that target, we are actually above the goal now,
and our cleaning is far more efficient.”
Tew concludes, “I’d highly recommend that any municipality,
rural system, or contractor with sewer cleaning or emergency
blockage crews seek expert training. It will be an ‘eye opener’ for them. More importantly, it will change how they do
their jobs for the better.”
For more information: call 866-595-0515; fax: (866) 595-0517;
visit www.kegtechnologies.net; or write to KEG Technologies
Inc. at 6220 N. Pinnacle Drive, Spartanburg, SC 29303.

Del Williams is a technical writer based in Torrance, California.

Johnson Controls Selects
Environmentally Sustainable Refrigerant
for New HVAC Equipment, Chillers
MILWAUKEE — After extensive research, testing and evaluation, Johnson Controls, the global leader for smart, healthy
and sustainable buildings, has selected R-454B, a lower global warming potential (GWP) refrigerant, to replace R-410A
in its ducted residential and commercial unitary products
as well as air-cooled scroll chillers. Systems using the new
refrigerant will be available for Johnson Controls, YORK®,
Luxaire®, Coleman®, Champion®, TempMaster®, Fraser-Johnston®, Guardian®, Evcon™ and Quantech® branded
products in North America, as well as specific international
markets where codes are in alignment.
This decision was made as the HVAC industry is preparing to
phase out high-GWP refrigerants, such as R-410A, which are
now being formally addressed by the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) through the recently passed American
Innovation and Manufacturing (AIM) Act[1]. The AIM Act
directs the EPA to phase down U.S. hydrofluorocarbon (HFC)
production and use by approximately 85 percent over the
next 15 years.

Johnson Controls has selected environmentally sustainable refrigerant
R-454B to replace R-410A in its ducted residential and commercial unitary
products and air-cooled scroll chillers. (Photo by Kristoffer Tripplaar/Sipa
USA)(Sipa via AP Images)

for a smoother transition for distributors, wholesalers and
contractors.

After evaluating several low-GWP alternatives on a variety
of performance and market metrics, such as safety, capacity, efficiency, reliability, availability and longevity, Johnson
Controls has determined R-454B to be the best-in-class[2]
replacement refrigerant — a decision echoed by other leading HVAC manufacturers. R454B has the lowest EPA SNAP[3]
approved GWP for unitary applications of all ASHRAE classified A2L (low-toxicity, mild flammability) refrigerants on the
market today, coming in at 466. This is one-fifth the GWP of
R-410A, far lower than the pending 750 GWP limits being
proposed and offering the longest-term viability.

“It’s important to note that these pending mandates from
the EPA and the California Air Resources Board (CARB) would
only apply to the sale of new residential and commercial
unitary equipment as well as air-cooled scroll chillers. As the
pending regulations stipulate a specific manufacturing cutoff
date of Jan. 1, 2025, for residential and light commercial unitary products and Jan. 1, 2024, for air-cooled scroll chillers,
existing R410A equipment built prior to that date can be sold
and installed indefinitely,” said Forth. “EPA and CARB are
scheduled to begin their formal rule-making processes this
year, which will determine how long of a servicing period
will be granted for R410A equipment currently in service.”

“Utilizing R-454B was a clear decision, but one that took
years of in-depth research, testing and evaluation,” said Chris
Forth, executive director of regulatory, codes and environmental affairs, Ducted Systems, Johnson Controls. “This decision maximizes environmental benefits, which will help to
avoid, if not completely avert, a second, near-term transition
for the unitary sector. As the AIM Act phase-down schedule
progresses, higher-GWP fluids such as R-32, while viable
today, have the potential to be eliminated as an option due
to their high-GWP values. Johnson Controls will continue to
evaluate lower-GWP alternatives for future possibilities.”

As we approach the refrigerant transition cutoff dates,
safety standards and building codes must be updated prior
to a widespread market introduction of mildly flammable,
low-toxicity A2L refrigerants such as R454B. Extensive, multiyear research and testing has been conducted by ASHRAE,
AHRTI[4] and others to ensure A2Ls can be safely deployed.
Proper training will be critical to ensure the safe use, transportation and storage of A2L refrigerants. Johnson Controls
is committed to ensuring the safe transition to R-454B by
providing in-depth training for its contractors and technicians prior to the pending refrigerant transition dates.

In addition to reducing environmental impact, R-454B is
more compatible with existing R-410A equipment designs,
requires less or similar refrigerant charge and can reduce the
energy use of HVAC systems and improve system efficiency.
The similar operating characteristics with R410A will make

[1] https://www.epa.gov/climate-hfcs-reduction/aim-act
[2] Lowest GWP rating of EPA SNAP approved alternatives, as of the publishing of this notice.
[3] https://www.epa.gov/snap/fact-sheet-proposed-rule-23-protectionstratospheric-ozone-listing-substitutes-under
[4] Air-Conditioning, Heating and Refrigeration Technology Institute
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Powerful US Nuclear Test Reactor
Getting Rare Major Overhaul
By Keith Ridler | Associated Press
BOISE, Idaho (AP) — Scientists in Idaho this summer plan to
remove the 62,000-pound stainless steel lid on one of the
world’s most powerful nuclear test reactors for a rare internal overhaul.
The Advanced Test Reactor at the Idaho National Laboratory
is being refurbished and improved with new components
and experimental capacity, the scientists said in recent interviews.
The nine-month and $170 million effort, called a core
internals changeout, started in April and is scheduled to be
finished around the end of the year.
An additional $100 million has been spent over the last three
years on replacing external equipment to keep the test reactor going.
Experiments at the reactor help the U.S. Navy’s nuclear-powered war fleet stay at sea longer, bolster NASA’s space
exploration, and advance life-saving medical treatments. The
reactor also plays a key role in the effort to keep commercial
nuclear power plants running longer and creating new and
safer reactors to reduce greenhouse gas emissions.
“ATR is an absolutely beautiful reactor,” said Sean O’Kelly,
associate lab director in charge of the test reactor. “There
has never been one like it on the planet.”
The reactor is configured so it can run multiple tests simultaneously. Some of the best testing slots face a decade-long
wait for room to run experiments, and other slots are
booked years in advance.
The ATR is unique because unlike commercial nuclear reac-
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Nuclear operations professional personnel work above the Advanced Test
Reactor at Idaho National Laboratory’s desert site about 50 miles west of
Idaho Falls, Idaho. The small cylindrical section in the center of the platform
has access ports that allow access to the reactor core for refueling and
experiment loading and unloading during routine outages. (Idaho National
Laboratory via AP)

tors that produce heat that’s turned into energy, the ATR
produces neutrons so that new materials and fuels can be
tested to see how they react in high-radiation environments.
The test reactor’s unique cloverleaf design includes a core
that’s surrounded by beryllium metal to reflect the neutrons.
But all those neutrons put wear on the internal parts of the
test reactor, meaning it would lose the ability to conduct
experiments if it is not refurbished.
The reactor’s designers foresaw that problem and created
a reactor with internal components that can be periodically

replaced. The current changeout is the sixth since the reactor
started operating in 1967 and the first in 17 years.
O’Kelly and Hans Vogel, director of the ATR Strategic Irradiation Capabilities Division, said that the most difficult
challenge will come this summer when workers take off the
stainless steel lid, exposing the inside of test reactor.
“Removing the reactor top head itself, that’s a 30-ton lift
that we do, and that is a very infrequent evolution,” Vogel
said, adding that that will be followed by roughly three
months of changing internal hardware.

to launch in 2023 and spend three decades in service.
Late this year or early next year, scientists expect the ATR will
be put back together and have completed required safety
testing.
“ATR will be able to run for at least another 15 to 20 years,”
said O’Kelly, adding that this internal changeout might not
be the last. “We are planning to do at least one more [core
internals changeout] in the lifetime of ATR in the 2030s.”

O’Kelly and Vogel said the U.S. has looked at
building a new test reactor that would cost
billions of dollars, but so far opted to stick
with the ATR.
It’s the most powerful test reactor of its kind
in the world, producing 250 megawatts at
full power. China has a test reactor that can
produce 125 megawatts, followed by a test
reactor in Belgium that can produce 100
megawatts. The Oak Ridge National Laboratory in Tennessee has one that can produce
85 megawatts.
The advantage with more power, O’Kelly
said, is that fuels and materials can be tested
to their limits.
“You don’t want fuel that is designed for 100
megawatts, and the first time you go to 103
megawatts, it fails,” he said. “You build a
safety margin in, and we have to test to that
safety margin.”
Additionally, the ATR has what O’Kelly describes as the ability to maintain “a constant
gradient of neutron flux throughout the
core. ATR has this constant curvature of flux,
so the experimenters have a fixed power and
they know exactly what the power is in that
region.”
He said other test reactors can be more challenging for experiments because the environment is changing during the experiment.
The Advanced Test Reactor has been used to
develop reactors and fuel that can last the
30-year lifespans of nuclear-powered U.S.
warships. Because they don’t need refueling, the ships can spend more time on their
missions, meaning the Navy needs to build
fewer ships.
The USS Idaho, a Virginia-class nuclear-powered attack submarine, benefits from work
done at the ATR. The submarine is scheduled
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California and US Agree to Allow Big
Offshore Wind Farms
By Brian Melley | Associated Press

LOS ANGELES (AP) — California and the U.S. government
recently announced an agreement to open up areas off the
state’s central and northern coasts to the first commercial
wind energy farms on the Pacific Coast.
The pact that would float hundreds of turbines off the coast
of Morro Bay and Humboldt Bay was touted as a breakthrough to eventually power 1.6 million homes and help
the state and federal government reach ambitious climate
change goals through clean energy production.
“California, as we all know, has a world class offshore wind
resource, and it can play a major role in helping to accelerate California’s and the nation’s transition to clean energy,’’
National Climate Advisor Gina McCarthy said.
The plan includes floating 380 windmills across a nearly
400-square-mile expanse of sea 20 miles northwest of Morro
Bay. Once confirmed, the site could be put up for lease next
year.

wind is a net positive for California by also implementing
robust environmental protections,’’ Kristen Hislop said in a
statement.
Fishermen, however, are concerned that construction and operation of projects on this scale could disrupt the ecosystem
and that they were not consulted on the impact the locations
could have on their industry.
“We feel we’ve not been invited to have a seat at the table.
We feel we’re on the menu,’’ said Mike Conroy, executive
director of The Pacific Coast Federation of Fishermen’s Associations.
The area off Morro Bay is a fishery for tuna and sword fish
and he’s concerned that the floating turbines could change
migratory patterns of whales and other species. If blue and
humpback whales, for example, are forced closer to shore, it
could bring closures of Dungeness crab fishing.

The announcement is part of President Joe Biden’s plan to
create 30 gigawatts of offshore wind energy by 2030.

The projects will require several stages of approval — from
an early review by the Coastal Commission to federal and
state environmental reviews after a lease sale, said Sandy
Louey of the California Energy Commission.
Gov. Gavin Newsom, a Democrat, said he included $20 million in his revised budget proposal this month that would
help expedite environmental review of the projects.
“We value process but not the paralysis of a process that
takes years and years and years that can be done in a much
more focused way,’’ Newsom said.

The Environmental Defense Center, which was founded
in Santa Barbara after a massive offshore oil spill in 1969,
echoed that sentiment, calling for minimal harm to species
and coastal communities.
“We must remain vigilant in our efforts to ensure offshore
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Windmills are seen near Livermore, Calif. California and the federal government have agreed to open up areas off the central and northern coasts to
massive wind farms. The pact announced Tuesday, May 25, 2021, that would float hundreds of turbines off the coast of Morro Bay and Humboldt Bay was
touted as a breakthrough to eventually power 1.6 million homes. (AP Photo/Ben Margot,File)

The areas were chosen by agreement with the state, the
Department of Interior, which oversees the Bureau of Ocean
Energy Management, and the Department of Defense, which
conducts training and weapons testing off the coast.
The agreement comes two weeks after the Biden administration announced a $3 billion project off the coast of Martha’s
Vineyard in Massachusetts that would power 400,000 homes
with 84 turbines. The 800-megawatt Vineyard Wind project
would be the first utility-scale wind power development in
federal waters.

nology because the continental shelf drops off more quickly
in the Pacific than in the Atlantic Ocean.
California set a goal to produce all electricity by 2045
through renewable energy resources and zero-carbon generating facilities.

Another proposed project, Ocean Wind, off New Jersey
would create 1,100-megawatts of power.
Those wind farms would be dwarfed by the scale of the California projects.
The California wind farms would produce a combined 4.6
gigawatts, with the Morro Bay operation providing twothirds of that output. Currently, wind turbines on mountain
passes and in the deserts across the state can produce 5.5
gigawatts, according the California Wind Energy Association.
Unlike the East Coast wind farms where turbines are stationary, the California projects will employ a newer floating tech-
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Making Your Hotel Instagram-Worthy
PLAINFIELD, IL — As a hotel owner, it’s essential for you to
follow design trends in the hospitality industry. After all, a
guest’s stay in your hotel isn’t just to sleep, it’s also to have
an experience. By making that experience memorable and
“Instagram-worthy,” a hotel creates a deeper connection
with that guest, plus gives you free social media promotions.
Making photo-friendly elements a central part of a hotel’s
design will boost the chances of attracting new guests and
maintaining repeat business from Instagram’s one billion
users.
“On Instagram and other visually driven social media platforms, hotel guests share photos with tens of millions of people, so the stakes are high. This underscores the importance
of designs that are unique, photo-worthy and full of surprises,” explained Sam Cicero, President of Cicero Construction
Group, a general contractor specializing in the renovation of
hospitality properties. “Nearly 90 percent of millennials now
use social media to decide where they are going to vacation
and what hotel they are going to stay at. An interesting
design can go a long way in increasing the number of posts
featuring your hotel that they’ll see.”
Cicero offers a few tips to help hotel owners have their property featured more frequently on the “gram”:

•

•

•

•
•

•

Use Mother Nature to encourage photography. Blur the
boundaries between indoor and outdoor spaces, while
maximizing natural lighting throughout your hotel. Also,
use raw natural materials, natural ventilation, organic
building materials and landscaping design to make the
hotel a part of nature.
Create themed spaces to compel visitors to mention your
hotel on Instagram. The themes can be anything from
simplistic to artistic, but the idea is to create a difference in
the minds of guests. Consider integrating quirky murals or
adding neon quotes to walls. Small details, from furniture
to fixtures, fuel the aspirational lifestyle content Instagram
runs on. Create spaces that don’t just allow but actively
encourage Instagram photography.
Local experiences are a huge trend in leisure travel that
can be used to influence every aspect of a hotel’s design
and services. This includes using local art, materials and
décor to make hotel rooms and spaces reflect local culture,
adding local cuisine to the menu, and offering sightseeing tours for local events and points of interest that make
great visuals for Instagram.
Provide eye-catching amenities like no other hotel. How
about an outdoor bathtub stationed in the lap of nature
or a floor with a live aquarium running beneath? Create
an experience like no other for your guests.
Everyone loves a beautifully tiled floor, and tiles draw in
a huge number of Instagram users. Tiles provide a visual
connector throughout a space and, in addition to enabling
the perfect feet-and-floor shot, also look great when photographed in perspective.
Unique wall coverings create a canvas for hotel guests to
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A beautiful tile floor provides compelling imagery throughout a space like
tile work in the Staypineapple Hotel in Boston. (Photo: Cicero Construction
Group)

•

compose a shot, whether with people or as a standalone in
itself. Pineapples, birds, leaves or urban graffiti — as long
as it’s distinctive, you’ve got an Instagram goldmine.
Hotels can invite popular Instagram travel bloggers and
influencers to stay at their property and as a consideration,
request them to post about their experience on Instagram.
These influencers have millions of followers as compared
to the guests that visit the hotel.

As Instagram’s influence snowballs, hotels, new and old, are
increasingly relying on photo-worthy features to lure new
business. It’s free advertising since a paying guest takes and
shares the photo on social media.
Thankfully, creating a great design and Instagram-worthy
space doesn’t have to mean installing wildly expensive
design features — it can be much more subtle than this and
many hotels are grasping this design trend. Some creative
thinking and an eye for photographic scenery translates into
social media success.
To learn more, visit www.cicero-construction.com.
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WHAT HAS CHANGED?
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Neither of these deductions is currently available for ﬁre
sprinkler systems installed in residential high rises. The
National Fire Sprinkler Association (NFSA) continues to ﬁght
to obtain incentives for residential structures.
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New Mexico Weighs Changes to Permit
for Nuclear Waste Dump
CARLSBAD, N.M. (AP) — U.S. officials are pushing state
regulators to clear the way for a new ventilation shaft to be
built at the federal government’s nuclear waste repository
in southern New Mexico, but watchdog groups say modifying the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant’s permit to allow for the
construction could open the door to expansion.
The state Environment Department’s Hazardous Waste Bureau recently held a virtual hearing to gather comments on
the proposed permit change. A final decision is anticipated
in mid-October.
Ventilation has been an issue since 2014, when a radiation
release contaminated parts of the underground facility and
forced an expensive, nearly three-year closure, delayed the
federal government’s cleanup program and prompted policy
changes at national laboratories and defense-related sites
across the U.S.
Officials with the U.S. Energy Department have said the new
shaft is needed to repair a “crippled” ventilation system, the
Carlsbad Current-Argus newspaper reported.
With more airflow, officials argue that more workers can
be in the underground space working on mining and waste
operations simultaneously.
“Air to an underground mine is like blood to body,” said
Michael Woodward, counsel for the Energy Department
and Nuclear Waste Partnership, the contractor that runs the
facility. “Without sufficient airflow, an underground mine
simply cannot operate. There must be sufficient air to allow
multitasking in the underground.”
Woodward said at the hearing that the utility shaft was not
intended to expand the repository. He said the amount of
waste to be entombed there was established by Congress
and only Congress could expand the plant’s mission.
Robert Kehrman, a retired geoscientist and consultant at the
repository, testified about the need for the shaft to allow
multiple operations to be done in tandem.
The proposal is supported by leaders from the nearby city of
Carlsbad, where many of the plant’s employees live.
Chad Ingram, executive director of the Carlsbad Chamber of
Commerce, said the repository for decades provided jobs and
support to the community and that he believed the proposed
shaft project was developed with worker safety in mind.
Cynthia Weehler, a Santa Fe resident and representative of
activist group Stop Forever WIPP, argued that the utility shaft
was indicative of the Energy Department gradually expand-

The idled Waste Isolation Pilot Plant, the nation’s only underground nuclear
waste repository, near Carlsbad, N.M. U.S. officials are pushing state
regulators to clear the way for a new ventilation shaft to be built at the site
in southern New Mexico, but watchdog groups say modifying the Waste
Isolation Pilot Plant’s permit to allow for the construction could open the
door to expansion. The state Environment Department’s Hazardous Waste
Bureau recently held a virtual hearing to gather comments on the proposed
permit change. A final decision is anticipated in mid-October. (AP Photo/
Susan Montoya Bryan, File)

ing the repository using individual projects rather than
proposing the overall goal of altering the facility’s mission to
extend its lifetime.
She said that if New Mexico approves the permit, it would
seem to be “colluding” with the Energy Department “to
relabel a new mission and a future expansion.”
“It will lead us to an operation we didn’t consent to,” Weehler said.
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A Sticky Subject: Studying Shellfish For
Advanced Adhesives
WEST LAFAYETTE, Ind. — Don’t look now, but you’re surrounded. Really. Within arm’s reach — probably even touching you — are troublesome, sticky, potentially even toxic,
substances. Bad for the planet, permanent, maybe even bad
for your health. They’re in your shoes, in your phone, in your
laptop, lurking in the folds of envelopes, on books, in the
chair you’re sitting in, the flooring beneath your feet, and in
uncountable other objects in your house, office and everyday
world.
They are adhesives. Vital to daily life, nearly unnoticeable,
but also deeply problematic. They can be toxic and are usually permanent. Purdue University chemists are studying shellfish to develop new, safer and more sustainable adhesives
for uses ranging from bandages and medical applications to
clothing, household items, electronics and more.
Humans have been trying to stick things to other things for
millennia. But shellfish have been doing it for eons longer.
And they are far better at it than humans. Which is why Purdue chemists got to wondering: Why don’t we just use whatever they’re using? Anyone who has ever tried to unstick a
barnacle from a rock knows that it’s nearly impossible.
That success is something Jonathan Wilker, a Purdue professor of chemistry and materials engineering, and his lab are
hoping to learn from — and build on.
Shellfish and Saltwater: Underwater Adhesion That Works
“We start by looking at animals that make adhesives,” Wilker said. “We’re still working to understand the fundamentals
of how animals like mussels and oysters do what they do,
how the chemistry and engineering work together. We are
even seeing how the environment around them and the
surface they’re sticking to influences what they do.”
Critters such as barnacles, mussels and oysters live in places
where they are continually battered by waves and wind and
pried at by potential predators. Their very lives depend on
being able to cling to rocks and their neighboring shellfish.
Sutures, screws and staples are all widely used to close
wounds, bind tissues and set bones, but they are all very
damaging and extremely painful. If doctors had a chemical
adhesive that they could use instead, healing would increase
and collateral damage would decrease. The body, however, is
a challenging environment for adhesives: wet and constantly
in motion. A lot like the sea.
Scientists in Wilker’s lab — which includes two postdoctoral
researchers, five graduate students, four undergraduate
researchers and 1,000 shellfish — study how shellfish create
materials, what components of the adhesives play active
roles in bonding and test new synthetic and biomimetic glues
to determine their efficacy, feasibility and performance. They
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are building on that understanding to develop adhesives
that work underwater, are stronger, more sustainable, made
from food products and that can be un-stuck when needed.
We’re making adhesives with new functionalities” Wilker
said. “We can add in new chemical groups to target all sorts
of properties, be that wet bonding, rubber-like flexibility or
the ability to bond and then de-bond. One of our systems
can even be stronger than what the animals make underwater. In that case, we are using chemistry that is inspired
by the shellfish but, overall, our system is a simplification of
what the animals produce.”
Gunning for New Glue: Making Adhesives Nontoxic,
Reversible
Every product in the glue aisle at the hardware store has a
downside. Many are toxic. Particle board, laminate flooring
and hardwood plywood are all held together with formaldehyde-based resins, which can be carcinogenic. Additionally,
many adhesives are permanent. There is no way to dissolve

Jonathan Wilker notes that not everyone in his Purdue lab has a chemistry degree. Some lab members are shellfish — about 1,000 of them. The shellfish
play a valuable role by demonstrating how they make adhesives so scientists can build upon their biological strategies. (Purdue University photo/Rebecca
McElhoe)

the bond when a product is at the end of its life, which often
prevents the components from being recycled.
“Almost every common glue is petroleum-based and not
degradable,” Wilker said. “When your laptops or cell phones,
shoes or furniture are no longer needed, most of them go
straight to a landfill. Even materials like cardboard often do
not get recycled because of the adhesives.”
Many glues are nearly permanent, a factor many people
have discovered when trying to remove the gumminess from
a sticker or price tag from a product — or, more unfortunately, from a car window where a child sat. Being able to reverse
stickiness at will would give humans more control over their
environment.
Increasing the sustainability and the functionality of adhesives can improve human life in a myriad of ways: by limiting
exposure to harmful chemicals, by making healing more
comfortable, and by making products more sustainable and
more recyclable to preserve resources and the planet. Wilker’s lab is working to make glues out of bio-based and even
food-based compounds.

Adhesion is a rapidly evolving field with huge potential. It’s a
field in which Wilker is a recognized expert, thanks to a stray
thread of curiosity encountered in the ocean.
“The core ideas in our lab come from spending time underwater,” Wilker said. “I was SCUBA diving, saw shellfish sticking to rocks and thought, ‘I wonder how that works?’ When
I got back into the lab, I was surprised to learn about what
remained unknown. There are so many exciting possibilities
and applications to pursue if we can figure it all out.”
As both a professor of chemistry in the College of Science
and a professor of materials engineering, Wilker bridges the
worlds of science and engineering in his efforts to tap the
natural world for innovative solutions to adhesion problems.
The Office of Naval Research and the National Science Foundation help fund his research.
Wilker has worked with the Purdue Research Foundation
Office of Technology Commercialization to apply for patents
on his adhesives from the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office.
He is starting to make them commercially available through
commercial ventures including a startup, Mussel Polymers
Inc.
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The Morton Arboretum, in Lisle, is
exhibiting 5 extraordinary pieces of
larger-than-life sculptures from
Daniel Popper.
The pieces stand upwards of 40' and emote notions of nature,
beauty, organic connections and depth.
Popper is a multidisciplinary artist known globally for his organic, nature-inspired artwork, and the pieces on display now in
Lisle are among the most spectacular.
The local exhibit, Human+Nature, was the first time Popper had
his massive pieces of art manufactured in China and shipped,
with the intent of piecing them together like a massive jigsaw
puzzle.
The concrete was a unique blend, mixed with fiberglass and
other materials to provide it with strength and durability. It had
been painted in China, and all seemed well at first.
But there was a problem.
When Popper, from Cape Town, South Africa, started unpacking the components for his piece “Thrive,” he noticed that the
paint was distressed.
The paint was not uniform and was peeling. It was also dull and
not representative of Popper’s vision.

What To Do?
Popper and his team started reaching out across the country
to find some help. They had limited time and resources. They
had their small team that was on a tight schedule assembling,
painting and building Thrive and the other sculptures. They
were short on time and manpower to begin with, and started
searching for support.
That’s when Chicago Corrosion Group came in. Recommended
to reach out to Popper by an associate in Las Vegas, the owner,
Warren Brand, texted the team. At first, Popper was asking for
more labor to scrape and otherwise remove the paint. But after
an onsite inspection, Brand recommended a different course of
action.
“The sculpture was erected,” said Brand, “but needed work.” The
seams needed to be closed and the paint was in bad shape.”
Brand presented options. The South African team had started
using hand tools to try to remove the paint and hoped to be able
to spot-repair it. Brand, however, recommended that in order to
obtain a uniform appearance, and the longevity required for a

3-year exhibit, all of the old paint needed to be removed.
“We recommend to our clients overcoating existing paints and
coatings all the time,” said Brand. “But that’s only after a close
evaluation of the existing paint, to ensure it’s capable of accepting another coating. That wasn’t the case with Thrive. She
needed a new paint job.”
After much discussion and research, Brand recommended a
relatively new type of surface preparation called vapor blasting.
Most readers will be familiar with sandblasting, in which
compressed air is forced out of a hose, and finally a nozzle, with
a metering valve at the blast tank inserting various types of abrasives into the airstream.
The abrasives can be nearly anything, from different size particles of sand, blast grit, steel shot, walnut shells, glass aggregate
and garnet, to name a few.
Abrasive blasting, or dry blasting, remains one of the most efficient and widely used ways to remove paint and prepare surfaces
for paint and coatings. But there are problems — most notably,
dust.
Thrive was located amidst various paths and near a lake at the
Arboretum. People were everywhere. And the work needed to
be completed during the day.
Vapor blasting, while similar in function, is different in one significant way — instead of using air as the medium to carry the
aggregate, it uses high-pressure water vapor. The aggregate, as
with dry abrasive blasting, is subject to numerous variables.
A third method of blasting was considered: wet blasting. Wet
blasting typically includes the metering of water into the airflow,
(Continued on pg. 40)

Clockwise from opposite left:
-Thrive after molding concrete has been applied.
-Multiple coats of paint can be seen, all of which are distressed.
-Moisture had penetrated into the concrete, and was weeping out. Unlike
crazing, where there are cracks in a film that don’t penetrate the film, these
cracks penetrated down to the substrate.
-Popper’s team attempted to use hand tools to remove the paint but also to
prepare the concrete for the addition of the lightweight, moldable concrete.
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distress. And, further, it was clearly “paint.”
However, the material Popper had on hand was a different
animal completely. It is technically referred to as a water-based
(waterborne) concrete stain. It uses earth-derived pigments and
is designed to penetrate into the concrete.
Concrete, as we all know, is inherently porous. If you sprinkle a
drop of water on concrete, it will typically turn into a “brown”
stain and spread out into a larger circle — much larger than the
droplet of water — as it is absorbed into the small capillaries
within the concrete paste. In fact, on large industrial or commercial coating projects — floor coatings or secondary containment areas, particularly — it’s common practice to sprinkle
some drops of water on the concrete to ensure that there is no
invisible sealer or oils in it.
A wooden frame supports the weight of the concrete of Thrive, reducing the
strain on the material and any seams or weak spots.

or sometimes the attachment of a water collar around the tip of
the blast nozzle. Vapor blasting, however, was a better alternative, as it was readily available and does a much better job of
reducing dust than wet blasting.

When painting concrete, the paint is designed to penetrate to
a very shallow depth, perhaps a few mils. On the surface of
the concrete, the paint leaves a film, which provides different
colors, gloss and levels of durability. Stains are fundamentally
different. Being mostly water, they are designed to penetrate
deep into the concrete. In fact, one of the cautionary notes in
the application guideline of the stain is to “avoid excessive coats,
which can build a film.”

Brand reached out to McCahill Painting Company, with whom
Brand had worked on multiple successful projects, including
those requiring vapor blasting.

When you touch a painted concrete surface, your fingers will
feel the paint. When you touch a stained concrete surface, your
fingers will be feeling the concrete.

Popper, Chicago Corrosion Group and McCahill met onsite,
amid a light drizzle, to figure out logistics. Potter’s Ballotini — a
fancy name for very small glass beads — was chosen as the blast
aggregate. In the grass surrounding the handsome woman, the
tiny beads, about the size of a grain of sand, would simply disappear, unlike sand or blast grit.

The advantages of stain are substantial. They can be highly
pigmented, to add a strong color, or nearly translucent, allowing
Popper to achieve exactly the look, texture and highlighting
he wants — which is evidenced in the beauty and depth of the
sculptures.

(Continued from pg. 39)

The weather over the next few days was rainy, and at first, there
was talk of waiting until the rain stopped, until Brand pointed
out that there would be fewer visitors — vapor blasting is noisy
— and the rain would have no negative impact on blasting
operations.
What would have taken many days or weeks
of hand tooling to complete was done in a day,
with results far better than what hand tools
would have provided.
Chicago Corrosion Group went a step
further to conduct a peer review of the
materials Popper intended on using to
“stitch” the pieces together. The cement
needed to be strong, but also “clump”
well and be able to be applied up to 6"
without sagging.

Further, stains can’t peel and are exceptionally durable and UV
resistant.
In my mind, there are few things more aesthetically appealing
and engaging than when art and engineering come together.
I hope you’ll find the time to head out to the Morton
Arboretum to see for yourself.

Warren Brand is the owner of Chicago Corrosion Group, and has been
involved in the industrial coating
industry since the age of 10. He has
worked on everything from circuit
boards, six-story national monuments, sulfuric acid tanks, grain
silos, aquariums, passive fireproofing, corrosion under insulation, to
secondary containment areas and
coating the interiors of swimming
pools for the rich and famous.

When Paint Is Not Paint
The material that was applied in China was
clearly peeling and showed other forms of
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Thrive after the artist has added nuance and wood grain to
the face with the molding concrete.

Worki
variou

Working on Thrive. Popper’s team had started to use the lightweight concrete to seal all of the
various joints in the sculpture. Below the neck, seams await sealing.

about

HUMAN +
NATURE

For at least the next year —
thanks in part to the work
that Chicago Corrosion
Group did — visitors to the
Morton Arboretum in Lisle
will be able to enjoy multidisciplinary artist Daniel
Popper’s series of sculptures
produced for its grounds.
The five sculptures range in

The author in front of Thrive after vapor blasting. In the back, to the left and right of the
top of the ladder, are still-damp repairs with the molding concrete that extended and
extenuated the ribs in the chest of Thrive.

height from 15 to 26 feet,
and are fabricated from concrete, fiberglass and steel,
weighing in at several metric
tons each, and constitute the
largest exhibition of Popper’s
work anywhere in the world.
From Thrive, set on the east
side of the Arboretum near
the visitor center, guests
enter through the huge
female form into what could
be the heart of nature. On a
walk that’s less than a mile,
they encounter a series of
figures that seemingly meld
the human world with that
of the natural world of trees
that surrounds them. It’s this
relationship between trees
and ourselves that Popper
asks viewers to consider
while they visit the exhibit
and the Arboretum.
“Trees share this deep relationship with each other,”
Popper says by way of an in-

tro to his exhibit. “That’s the
way trees thrive, is in their
relationships. And I think
that we need to acknowledge that, and we need to
acknowledge our relationship to trees, how much they
give the planet and how
much they give us. Accessing
the depth of what it means
to be human, what it means
to be sentient, what it means
to be alive, what it means
to be here on this planet. If
we start to look deep, deep
inside our human nature,
we’ll find that it’s extremely
close to the natural world
around us.”
Human+Nature is included
with timed-entry admission
to the Arboretum. The exhibition is planned to run for
at least one year. For more
information on the exhibit
and the Morton Arboretum,
visit www.mortonarb.org.
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Fujitsu Proudly Supports Make-A-Wish
and Wounded Warrior Project
Fujitsu General America, Inc. has recently committed to supporting two national charities; Make-A-Wish® and Wounded
Warrior Project®.
Make-A-Wish is a 40-year-old nonprofit organization that has
granted more than 330,000 wishes to children with critical
illnesses. When a wish is granted, a child gets a piece of
their childhood back, and every child deserves a childhood.
Furthermore, research shows that a wish can help kids build
the physical and emotional strength needed to fight a critical
illness. Fujitsu’s support helps provide experiences of hope
for children and families when they need it most.
WWP honors and empowers injured veterans and their families. Since 2003, WWP has been a tireless advocate for our
nation’s finest, improving the lives of millions of warriors and
their families. Fujitsu’s sponsorship of WWP’s annual virtual
Carry Forward® 5K provides support for WWP’s free services
in mental health, career counseling, and long-term rehabilitative care.
“Fujitsu is known as a global leader in ductless mini-splits,
but we’re actually much more,” said President and COO,
Matt Peterson. “We also supply VRF, unitary ducted, and
commercial rooftops as a full line equipment supplier. But
we’re also much, much more than that. We support causes
that are near and dear to our hearts. One of them is the
Wounded Warrior Project and the other is Make-A-Wish. If
you know our culture, supporting those that have fought for
our country and children with critical illnesses is a no-brainer
to us. It’s the right thing to do. We hope you will find a way
to join us in these incredible causes as we strive to make the
world a better place.”
For more information, please visit
www.fujitsugeneral.com/cares
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Fujitsu has announced its commitment to both the Make-a-Wish Foundation and the Wounded Warrior Project.

Experts: 1 Pipeline Each for NC Natural
Gas, Fuel a Concern
By Gary D. Robertson | Associated Press

RALEIGH, N.C. (AP) — North Carolina is particularly susceptible to energy interruptions because gasoline and natural gas
supplies originate mainly from two pipeline systems, energy
industry experts recently told a state Senate committee.
Representatives of utility giants Duke Energy and Dominion
Energy were among those who addressed the chamber’s
energy panel in light of the recent ransomware cyberattack
upon the Colonial Pipeline. North Carolina motorists were
hit particularly hard — 43 percent of the state’s gas stations
remained out of fuel weeks after the attack, according to
GasBuddy.
Up to 75 percent of each day’s supply of refined petroleum
products in North Carolina run through the Colonial Pipeline,
said David McGowan, executive director of the North Carolina Petroleum Council. And the Transco pipeline is currently
the lone interstate natural gas transmission line for North
Carolina. Both lines move products south to north.
Natural gas increasingly fuels electric generation. A lack of
diverse distribution and redundancy in distribution networks
make widespread outages for electricity and natural gas hard
to overcome quickly, whether from natural disasters or cyberattacks, said Ed Finley, the former chairman of the North
Carolina Utilities Commission.
“When it goes out, people’s lives are disrupted,” Finley said,
adding that the inability for consumers and businesses to
turn on electricity and natural gas “would be crippling to the
state’s economy.” Finley said hardening the electrical grid
against physical damage and cyberattacks should be considered.

Tanker trucks are parked near the entrance of Colonial Pipeline Company
Wednesday, May 12, 2021, in Charlotte, N.C. North Carolina motorists
suffered considerably in the wake of the May 7, 2021, cyberattack, with
43 percent of the state’s gas stations still out of fuel weeks after the attack,
according to source GasBuddy. (AP Photo/Chris Carlson)

olina, the utility may have to look to creating more storage
facilities to plan for an interruption. Harris and Peeler said
separately that alternative forms of energy, such as solar,
wind or a greener form of natural gas, can diversify fuel
sources. But they cautioned the technology or economics
don’t yet make them a reasonable or reliable substitute.
Sen. Paul Newton, a Cabarrus County Republican, retired
Duke Energy executive and committee member, said during
the meeting he was concerned that natural gas production
limitations in North Carolina could stunt the state’s economic
growth.
“The message from today’s hearing couldn’t be clearer:
North Carolina’s reliance on a single pipeline is a critical vulnerability,” Newton said in a news release after the meeting.

Duke Energy, which uses natural gas to generate 30 percent
of its electricity during the coldest weather, has backup fuels
at most of these plants, said Nelson Peeler, a company senior
vice president. But the diesel fuel immediately available only
would last a couple of days, he said.
Efforts to diversify natural gas supplies in North Carolina,
particularly by moving the fuel from deposits in the north,
have stalled in recent years.
The Atlantic Coast Pipeline, proposed by Dominion Energy
and Duke, was canceled last summer after legal challenges,
construction delays and ballooning costs. And a proposed
extension of the Mountain Valley Pipeline from Virginia
into North Carolina is in jeopardy after the North Carolina
Department of Environmental Quality denied a water quality
certification.
Rusty Harris, a Dominion Energy vice president, said that
without expanding natural gas being piped into North Car-
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Seeing Blue: New EV Charging Station
Signs to Appear Soon Along Illinois
Interstates
SPRINGFIELD — The Illinois Department of Transportation recently announced that new signs will start appearing along
interstate corridors, guiding motorists to charging stations
for electric vehicles. The signs are part of a national effort
to promote alternative fuels that will also spark economic
activity in Illinois communities and follow Gov. JB Pritzker’s
commitment to have 750,000 electric vehicles on the road by
2030.
“My administration is committed to making Illinois a leader
in a clean energy and economic opportunity, and I’m proud
to take another step toward fulfilling that mission,” said
Governor JB Pritzker. “These new signs will allow electric
vehicle owners to easily determine the location of the closest
charging station, furthering the state’s mission to reduce air
pollutants by expanding the use of low-emission vehicles.”
Nationwide, the Federal Highway Administration has designated 145,000 miles of interstate for promoting alternative
fuels. In Illinois, Interstates 39, 55, 70, 74, 80, 90 and 94 were
identified to take part. In the coming weeks, blue “Alternative Fuels Corridor” signs will be installed along each
corridor.
Additional signs will be installed later in conjunction with
IDOT’s blue sign program on exit ramps, providing directional information to charging stations as well as nearby gas
stations, restaurants, hotels and tourist attractions.
“Under the governor’s leadership, IDOT is working with federal, state and local partners to keep Illinois infrastructure
ahead of the curve while making travel more efficient and
environmentally friendly,” said Acting Illinois Transportation
Secretary Omer Osman. “These signs will not only make longer trips easier and more convenient, but also give a boost
to the many towns and businesses along our interstates.”
The first signs will show electric charging locations, but
additional ones in the future will point out locations for
compressed natural gas, liquefied natural gas, hydrogen and
propane fueling stations. More information on the federal
effort to create alternative fuel corridors can be found at
www.fhwa.dot.gov/environment/alternative_fuel_corridors.
Last year, Gov. Pritzker released eight principles for transforming the state into a clean energy economy, including
focusing on renewable energy and decarbonizing the transportation sector. In addition to his goal to greatly expand
electric vehicle use, the governor is targeting 100-percent
renewable energy in the state before 2050.
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An EV Charging State open notice in Barstow, Calif. Similar signs soon will
be going up along Illinois Interstates as part of an initiative to promote
alternative fuels. (Kirby Lee via AP)

Official: Repairs to Interstate Bridge
Could Take Months
By Adrian Sainz, Jill Bleed and Andrew DeMillo | Associated Press
MEMPHIS, Tenn. (AP) — Repairs to the Interstate 40 bridge
linking Arkansas and Tennessee could take months after a
crack was found in the span, forcing thousands of trucks and
cars to detour and shutting down shipping on a section of
the Mississippi River, a transportation official recently said.
A congressional Democrat from Tennessee flagged the crack
as a warning sign of the urgent need to act on fixes to the
nation’s infrastructure. Republican U.S. senators also pointed
out the need for infrastructure spending while criticizing
Biden’s plan.
The six-lane bridge into Memphis was recently shut down
after inspectors found a “significant fracture” in one of
two 900-foot horizontal steel beams that are crucial for the
bridge’s integrity, said Lorie Tudor, director of the Arkansas
Department of Transportation.

Both states’ transportation agencies said they would make
sure the 48-year-old, 1.8-mile bridge is safe before reopening.
“This fracture had the potential of becoming a catastrophic
event that was prevented by our staff’s diligent effort in
managing our bridge inspection program,” Tudor said.
Traffic was being rerouted to Interstate 55 and the 71-yearold Memphis & Arkansas Bridge, about 3 miles south.
River traffic was also shut down in the Memphis area until
further notice, the Tennessee Department of Transportation
said. At the time of this report, the U.S. Coast Guard said 16
tugboats hauling more than 220 barges were waiting in line.
At least four tugs attached to barges sat idle near a boat
ramp at Meeman-Shelby Forest State Park, about 20 miles
north of the bridge.
The closure is creating traffic congestion in Memphis and in
neighboring West Memphis, Arkansas. DeWayne Rose, West
Memphis’ emergency manager, said officials there are using
contingency plans to get trauma patients to facilities in
Memphis or to other nearby hospitals.
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“People around this area are used to lane closures, they’re
used to construction, they’re used to shutdowns, and I think
everyone is just a little on edge because of the uncertainty
of the time frame of this,” Rose said.
Road crews were poised to remove any cars that crash or
otherwise become stuck on the four-lane I-55 bridge. The
next nearest Mississippi River crossings are about 60 miles to
the south near Lula, Mississippi, and 100 miles to the north
near Dyersburg, Tennessee.
Inspectors were working to determine if the I-40 bridge
could hold its own weight and the weight of construction
crews, said Paul Degges, chief engineer for the Tennessee
transportation department. Barge traffic will not resume
until engineers decide that the bridge can stand on its own,
he said.
Pinpointing those factors could take days, and the repairs
could last much longer, Degges said.

(continued on pg. 46)
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The Interstate 40 bridge is seen from the Mississippi River, between Arkansas and Tennessee. A cracked steel beam, seen above, prompted the indefinite
closure of the bridge. (Barry W. Moore via AP)
(continued from pg. 45)

the bridge could be a contributing factor, Degges said.

“Certainly, it’s plausible that this could be months rather
than weeks,” Degges said during a news conference. “We
are hopeful that we can find a solution that would allow us
to proceed with some opening of traffic, but right now we
just don’t know.”

“It’s fortunate that routine inspection averted a potential disaster, but the state of our crumbling infrastructure is deeply
troubling,” said U.S. Rep. Steve Cohen, a Democrat whose
district includes Memphis.

Engineers were also investigating the cause of the crack. Fatigue of having tens of thousands of vehicles pass daily over

Cohen said he would work in a bipartisan manner with the
congressional delegations from Arkansas and Tennessee to
make sure I-40 bridge improvements are included in Presi-
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dent Joe Biden’s infrastructure proposals.
Republicans in both states said the closure highlighted the
need for infrastructure spending, but not Biden’s $2.3 trillion
plan, which they’ve argued is far too sweeping in its definition of public works.
“This underscores exactly what I heard from Tennesseans
last week on the topic of infrastructure: investing in hard
infrastructure — roads and bridges — is exactly the type of
investments taxpayers will see a return on and will support,”
U.S. Sen. Bill Hagerty in Tennessee said.
Sen. John Boozman from Arkansas said he prefers a plan by
GOP lawmakers that instead calls for spending $568 billion
on infrastructure over five years.
“I think infrastructure is an urgent need. I don’t agree with
the president’s plan at all,” Boozman said.
In an inspection for the 2020 National Bridge Inventory report, the Federal Highway Administration said the I-40 bridge
checked out in fair condition overall, with all primary structure elements sound and only some minor cracks and chips
in the overall structure. Its structural evaluation checked out
“somewhat better than minimum adequacy to tolerate being
left in place as is.”
However, height and width clearances for oversize vehicles
were “basically intolerable requiring high priority of corrective action,” the inspectors found. Tennessee recommended
“bridge deck replacement with only incidental widening.”
Arkansas transportation officials said the crack did not appear in the last inspection of the bridge, which occurred in
September 2020.
The I-40 bridge, which opened in 1973, carried a 2020 average of 35,000 vehicles a day across the river, 29 percent of
them trucks, according to the report. Degges said the average is closer to 50,000 vehicles a day, with about a quarter
being trucks. Its traffic volume was expected to increase to
56,000 vehicles a day by 2040, the report said.
“I’m not trying to be all doom and gloom, but this is a pretty
dire situation for the regional economy ... This is going to
really create some potential problems for us,” said Republican U.S. Rep. Rick Crawford, whose district includes the east
Arkansas end of the bridge.
The span also has undergone about $280 million worth of
retrofitting for the possibility of an earthquake.

Bleed and DeMillo reported from Little Rock, Arkansas. Associated Press reporter Jonathan Mattise in Nashville contributed to this report.
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Pair of Western Specialty Contractors
Sales/Project Managers Honored with
ICRI 40 Under 40 Award
The International Concrete Repair Institute (ICRI), the only
association devoted solely to concrete repair and restoration,
recently announced the winners of its second annual 40
Under 40 Award. Western Specialty Contractors is proud to
announce that Minneapolis Branch Sales/Project Manager
Tony Marchiafava, 29, and NYC Metro Branch Sales/Project
Manager Derek Robertson, 29, were among the announced
winners in 2021.
As Sales/Project Managers, Marchiafava and Robertson identify and execute new business development opportunities,
as well as direct and manage project development from sale
to completion. They also develop and communicate project
expectations to the project team and proactively manage the
project to meet established goals.
The prestigious award recognizes 40 individuals under the
age of 40 who exemplify dedication to the concrete repair
industry. A peer-nominated award, the ICRI 40 Under 40
recognizes individuals who have demonstrated their commitment to continued professional growth, high potential for
continued success in leadership roles, and a strong passion
for — and commitment to — the mission of ICRI.

Tony Marchiafava

“We are so proud of our ICRI 40 Under 40 honorees,” said
Western COO Tom Brooks. “Both of them started as interns
at Western, then were hired on full-time. They have each
demonstrated what it takes to be successful in the industry
and have exhibited their dedication to our organization and
to the mission of ICRI. Our team congratulates each of them
on a job well done.”

24 Hr. Emergency Service • 219-558-8494
Professional On-Site Field Service
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Derek Robertson
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Ecolab Launches Digital Solution for
Companies Facing Water Scarcity
ST. PAUL, Minn. (GLOBE NEWSWIRE) — Ecolab Inc., the
global leader in water, hygiene and infection prevention
solutions and services, launched Water Flow Intelligence, a
digital service that provides industry with real-time visibility
of water usage at the enterprise, site and asset levels.
The launch of this new service comes at a time when rising
industrial water use continues to contribute to the world’s
growing water stress and scarcity challenges. According to
the World Resources Institute, the world will experience a
56-percent freshwater shortfall by 2030 if nothing changes,
an increase from the 40-percent shortfall projected by the
U.N. in 2015. At the same time, S&P Global reports that corporate water use progress is currently insufficient to prevent
the projected freshwater gap.
To help address these growing water challenges, Water Flow
Intelligence enables companies to identify opportunities that
help improve water management across their operations,
deliver on sustainability goals and reduce operational costs
by combining smart water meters and sensors with advanced
water flow measurement and monitoring, asset performance
insights and machine learning.
The service is powered by ECOLAB3D™, a secure, cloudbased digital platform that translates data from multiple
sources into actionable insights. ECOLAB3D uses advanced
algorithms and predictive analytics to power better business
outcomes, enhancing the value and impact Ecolab delivers to
businesses through its programs, products and services.
“Water Flow Intelligence uses cutting-edge digital technologies to enable real-time insights and response,” said
Pedro Sancha, senior vice president and general manager of
Ecolab’s Industrial Digital business. “By gaining visibility to

Hill Fire Protection is your
single-source provider for all
your fire protection needs.
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water use across their organizations, companies can optimize
their operations and make real progress on their water-related sustainability goals, from the enterprise level to individual
facilities.”
Manual data collection and analysis to track water use is
often tedious, resource-intensive and difficult to execute
consistently across sites. Through the data and insights
provided by Water Flow Intelligence, developed by Ecolab’s
Nalco Water business, users can efficiently pinpoint on a user-friendly dashboard where water is being consumed across
the connected assets and processes within their facilities, set
enterprise-wide benchmarks and strategically target improvement efforts to help maximize water savings.
At the local plant level, Water Flow Intelligence helps users
to protect their facilities against water damage and excess
water use — which can negatively impact the local community and result in costly fines. Through the combination of
real-time monitoring, advanced alarm notifications and 24/7
oversight by engineers at Ecolab’s System Assurance Center,
the service alerts users to out-of-spec conditions as they
occur, enabling faster responses to address leaks and other
issues.
In addition to managing risks, Water Flow Intelligence can
help to reduce costs by reducing water use. In the auto industry, pretreatment of water used to prepare vehicle bodies
for painting is one of the most water-intensive processes and
the biggest opportunity for water savings. One of the world’s
largest automakers asked long-time partner Nalco Water to
help reduce water consumption without negatively affecting
product quality or production. Water Flow Intelligence was
installed in the pretreatment area at one of the automaker’s
North American assembly plants, where it has helped the

Ecolab’s Water Flow Intelligence offers industry complete visibility of its water usage, in real time, at the enterprise, site and asset levels.

customer to cut water use at the facility by 15 percent, saving
25 million gallons of water and $193,000 per year.

sustainability commitments to build resilience and drive action in the face of both climate change and water scarcity.”

“Paired with the knowledge and expertise of our on-theground sales and service teams, Water Flow Intelligence
can help businesses gauge the effectiveness of their water
management plans and improve their water footprint,” said
Darrell Brown, executive vice president and president of Ecolab’s Global Industrial group. “This is more important than
ever as the gap between freshwater availability and demand
continues to grow, and companies worldwide step up their

Water Flow Intelligence is currently available to industrial
businesses in North America and Europe, with expansion
to Australia and New Zealand by the end of 2021. To learn
more, go to ecolab.com/waterflowintelligence.
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PowerCell Sweden and Hitachi ABB
Power Grids Deepen Cooperation on
Stationary Power Solutions
PowerCell Sweden AB and Hitachi ABB Power Grids have
signed an agreement regarding an in-depth collaboration
around fuel-cell-based stationary power solutions. The
intention is to combine the two companies’ technology and
to market fuel-cell-based total solutions that facilitate the
transition to a more sustainable energy production.
The two companies will initially focus on complete, mobile
container-based solutions with a power of up to 600 kW, and
on module-based stationary megawatt solutions, i.e., with a
total power output of more than 1,000 kW. The generic fuel
cell-based complete solutions, including service offers, will be
marketed and sold jointly by the companies.
In June last year, PowerCell Sweden and Hitachi ABB Power
Grids signed a memorandum of understanding regarding a
collaboration around fuel-cell-based stationary power solutions. The background is the increased demand for hydrogen-electric stationary power solutions that can complement
renewable and volatile energy sources.
The companies have since evaluated how to best combine
their respective companies’ technology into attractive, complete solutions within hydrogen-electric stationary power.
PowerCell’s fuel cell systems and Hitachi ABB Power Grids’
total solutions for grid connection will be the main building
blocks.
In January, PowerCell Sweden received an order for an
MS-100 fuel cell system for stationary power from the Texas
Advanced Computing Center, TACC, at the University of
Texas. The system will be part of a fuel-cell-based stationary
power solution at TACC developed by PowerCell Sweden and
Hitachi ABB Power Grids and was the two companies’ first
joint project.

INSULATION CONTRACTOR

FALLS MECHANICAL
INSULATION, INC.

“This collaboration is an optimal combination of each company’s capabilities and resources,” Richard Berkling, CEO of
PowerCell said. “For PowerCell’s part, it means that we can
benefit from Hitachi ABB Power Grids’ great expertise within
power solutions, and their great geographical footprint.”
“We look forward to deepening our collaboration with
PowerCell Sweden to contribute together towards a carbon-neutral energy future through innovative solutions that
strengthen the grid and enable the faster electrification of
society,” said Jenny Larsson, Country Managing Director at
Hitachi ABB Power Grids in Sweden. “I am proud that our
initial collaboration has resulted in us already being able to
offer these groundbreaking technical solutions to the market,” she added.
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Ultra-Low Powered Solution to Enable
Billions of Future IoT Devices With
Voice Functionality
AUSTIN, Texas — Ambiq, a technology leader recognized in
ultra-low power microcontrollers (MCU), System-on-Chips
(SoC), and Real-time Clocks (RTC), has introduced the new
Ambiq Voice-on-SPOT™ (VoS) Kit, designed for manufacturers to introduce voice-command into their IoT devices
with faster time-to-market. Aimed to deliver the complete
ultra-low-power solution at both the MCU and the system
levels, the VoS Kit integrates Ambiq’s hardware and software
with peripherals and third-party IP, including signal processing using DSP Concepts’ Audio Weaver, Sensory™ VoiceHub,
and Retune DSP® VoiceSpot.
The speech and voice recognition market is projected to be
worth $27.16 billion by 2025. Spurred by the pandemic, the
adoption of voice assistants will continue to rise as both
businesses and consumers look for easier, more convenient,
and safer ways to interact. The VoS Kit is Ambiq’s solution to
bring voice and audio capability to battery-powered devices
with Always-on-Voice (AoV) functionality. Targeted applications include remote controls, gaming controllers, smart
sensors, smartwatches, remote mics, and health trackers.
“Voice is the most convenient but least utilized input
modality to interact with a product. The mass adoption of
artificial intelligence (AI) in our everyday lives has accelerated the shift toward voice applications,” said Marc Miller, the
Director of Solutions Marketing at Ambiq. “With the Ambiq
VoS Kit, manufacturers finally have a complete solution to
implement always-on voice command in their IoT devices
while achieving up to one-year battery life.”
Available now, the first VoS Kit, built on the Apollo3 Blue
Plus MCU, will support Always-on-Voice with application
and cloud service driven options for one or two mics, signal

Ambiq’s VoS Kit brings low-power solution to voice and audio capability to
battery-powered devices with Always-on-Voice (AoV) functionality.

processing, wake word/command detection, codec, and
Bluetooth® LE (BLE) communication. The next generation,
the Apollo4 Blue VoS Kit, targeted for the third quarter of
2021, will further lower always-on power with two analog
mic inputs, while increasing capabilities with up to 8 digital
mic inputs, 120dB SNR (Signal-to-Noise Ratio) PDM (Pulse
Density Modulation) to PCM (Pulse Code Modulation) converter, 192MHz Arm® M4F MCU, highly precise clocking and
advanced interconnectivity with hardware rate matching.
The Apollo4 Blue VoS Kit will expand Ambiq’s repertoire
with excellent voice input for phone calls, translation, and
audio conferencing.
For more product information, visit www.ambiq.com
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Dead Lithium Batteries Could Find
New Life Through Process That Recycles
Critical Rare-Earth Elements
FISHERS, Ind. — American Resources Corp., a socially responsible supplier of high-quality raw materials, recently
announced an expansion of its existing sponsored research
program with Purdue University.
The agreement will focus on advancing the purification of
critical and rare-earth elements (“REEs”). The partnership
builds on a previous agreement to advance a Purdue-developed technology to refine rare-earth elements purification
technology to recycle permanent magnets and lithium-ion
batteries pulled from sources such as hard disk drives, electric
vehicles and wind turbines.
The technology was developed in the laboratory of Linda
Wang, Purdue’s Maxine Spencer Nichols Professor of Chemical Engineering.
Given the early success of its previously announced agreement, American Resources entered into the expanded
agreement with the Purdue Research Foundation Office of
Technology Commercialization to further refine the LAD
chromatography process and technology to include the
recycling, reprocessing and purification of critical rare-earth
elements from lithium-ion batteries and coal waste and
byproducts. The new agreement builds on the acquisition
of certain licenses associated with the Purdue-developed
technology to separate and purify rare-earth elements using
ligand assisted displacement (“LAD”) chromatography, a
technology specific to the recycling of permanent magnets
for rare-earth elements.
“Purdue has been a fantastic, innovative and commercially
driven partner to work with,” said Mark Jensen, American
Resources CEO. “The rare-earth element purification tech-
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nology that we are commercializing is extremely exciting,
and we are both on the same page in terms of getting it to
the market as efficiently as possible. Given the early success
of our existing research program, it made sense to expand
the program in short order to include the feedstocks that we
are most focused on, such as lithium-ion batteries and coalbased waste and byproducts. Collectively, our process chain
of technology and feedstocks enables us to help restore the
domestic supply chain of these critical materials in the most
sustainable and environmentally friendly and beneficial ways
ever developed. We believe this is where the U.S. needs to
drive innovation and compete with China in this market. The
team at Purdue is an important part of this, and we look
forward to pushing aggressively forward with commercialization of the technology and showcasing the low cost and
environmentally sensitive technology.”

Rare-earth elements include the 15 elements in the lanthanide series plus scandium (Sc) and yttrium (Y). They are essential ingredients for magnets, metal alloys, polishing powders,
catalysts, ceramics and phosphors, which are important for
high technology and clean energy applications. The global
REE market is approximately $4 billion annually and is growing at 8 percent per year.
American Resources began staffing up to develop a supply
chain and aftermarket for certain end-of-life products with
several partners to source waste permanent magnets and
lithium-ion batteries specific to this portion of its feedstocks
and rare-earth elements “Capture – Process – Purify” process
chain. These end-of-life products would include electric/
hybrid vehicles, e-bikes, wind turbines, NMR machines, MRI
machines and certain industrial motors.
The company continues to focus on running efficient streamlined operations in being a supplier of raw materials to the
infrastructure and electrification marketplace in the most
sustainable of ways. By operating with low or no legacy costs
and having one of the largest and most innovative growth
pipelines in the industry, American Resources works to maximize value for its investors by positioning its large asset base
to fit an economy, while being able to scale its operations to
meet the growth of the markets it serves.

American Resources Corp. and Purdue University have teamed to advance
an environmentally safer method that recycles rare-earth metals to advance
clean energy electronic technologies used in hard disk drives, electric
vehicles, wind turbines and other electronics. (Illustration provided by Linda
Wang)
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New, Cost-Efficient Commercial/
Industrial Hot Water Heater is Also
Renewable Energy-Ready
Rochester, N.Y. — R.P. Fedder Industrial, LLC is the exclusive,
Western New York distributor of the first commercial carbon
dioxide heat pump water heaters in North America to use
natural refrigerant. The newly introduced Aegis Heat Pumps
by Lync, a Watts brand, are high-efficiency, environmentally
friendly hot water systems for customers holding themselves
to the highest sustainability standards. Aegis heat pumps
are well-suited to New York’s frigid winters because, unlike
electric heat pumps developed to date, they can operate
efficiently with ambient temperatures of -4° and above.

saving money. It’s a great solution for any institution striving
to meet green standards.”

“We are excited to offer this first-of-its-kind energy-efficient
water heater solution to our customers. Essentially, it’s hot
water for a renewable energy world,” says Chris Fox, president of R.P. Fedder. “By using a natural refrigerant, CO2, this
system will enable our customers to accomplish important
decarbonization and environmental protection goals while

Available in air and water source models, Aegis heat pumps
are powered by R744, commonly referred to as refrigerant grade CO2. This is non-toxic, non-flammable, has an
Ozone Depletion Potential (ODP) of zero, and a low Global
Warming Potential (GWP) of one. That’s compared to other
refrigerants, such as R134a and R410a, which have GWP of
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Until now, the only real, economically viable option for
commercial-scale domestic hot water in the northern U.S.
has been fossil fuel. For facilities that have switched their
electricity generation to a renewable, sustainable source, this
means lasting reliance on fossil fuels simply to heat water.
As an electric heat pump, Aegis can derive energy from the
same renewable source as other building systems.

1,430 and 2,088, respectively. Maximum efficiency is achieved
because the Aegis heat pump water heaters simply absorb
and move heat from the surrounding area, eliminating the
need to generate supplemental heat. Depending on the
model, air or water is pulled into the pump and its heat is
absorbed by the CO2; cool air or water is then exhausted.
The refrigerant is pumped through a compressor, increasing
its temperature. At the same time, cool water from the tank
is circulated to the top and draws heat from the heated CO2
inside the condenser coil.
New heat pump technology using CO2 makes it possible to
use electric heat pumps in below-zero temperatures while
providing a comparable total cost of ownership versus natural gas (even at historically low natural gas prices). Aegis
produces hot water up to 185° with outdoor air temperatures as low as -4°F with Aegis A (air source) or source water
temperatures as low as +14°F with Aegis W (water source)
with no need for supplemental heat. This makes these heat
pump water heaters highly efficient for optimal energy
savings and lower operating costs in a variety of new and
retrofit commercial facilities.
In fact, Aegis uses about half the electricity compared to a
resistive electrical water heater. It has a high Coefficient of
Performance (COP) of 3.0 – 5.0 on average year-round. A cool
recovery option with the Aegis A, air source heat pump, is
available to simultaneously produce cold and hot water to
further increase COP.

Available in air and water source models, the new Aegis Heat Pumps by
Lync can derive energy from renewable sources, and are engineered for
those facilities that have converted to renewable, sustainably sourced
electricity.

An advanced defrost cycle with electric coil is available with
the Aegis A air source model. This feature eliminates the
need for reverse operation to defrost. Aegis W, the water
source heat pump water heater, can utilize source water
from a cooling plant, resulting in further increased performance of both domestic and cooling systems.
Additionally, remote operation is possible through a building
automation system (BAS). Facility managers and other authorized personnel can monitor unit status in real time, record
operational data, check for faults, and change set point and
operating modes through BAS.
For more information about Aegis heat pump water heaters
visit www.rpfedder.com.
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Generac Expands Product Offering with
its Largest Gaseous Generator Set
WAUKEHSA, Wis. — Generac Industrial Power’s leadership in
gaseous fueled generators expands with the introduction of
its largest natural gas unit in the lineup to date.
The new SG1000 1000 kW gaseous generator is designed
with Generac’s in-house engine expertise and uses robust
MOTORTECH® components. The new engine runs on natural
gas, a more resilient and cost-effective fuel when compared
to diesel — at just a fraction of the emissions.
“This generator will revolutionize the natural gas sector of
the market,” said Richard Lincoln, P.E., senior director global
product management, Generac Power Systems. “Our expert
team has designed this durable and reliable genset from the
block up. It delivers high power density and it is an optimal
solution for various projects by providing significantly expanded runtimes as well as eliminating any requirements for
fuel maintenance.”
The SG1000 is an ideal solution for a variety of applications
including healthcare facilities, warehouse and distribution
centers, educational facilities and more.
With the ever-changing global emissions regulations on engine-driven generator emissions, the SG1000 gaseous generator has been engineered to meet some of the most stringent
emissions requirements in North America as a complete and
certified factory solution. Compared to competitive gaseous
products at this power node, the SG1000 emits greater than
75 percent fewer harmful NOx emissions, and significantly
lower CO emissions. Available in both standalone and modular parallel configurations, these generators are available as
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency emissions certified for
stationary emergency and non-emergency use making them
suitable for energy management applications. They also have
Canadian Ministry of the Environment capability, and meet
the stringent requirements of various air districts of California. The SG1000 is also compliant with the 10-second requirements of NFPA 110 Level 1 Type 10 for the most critical
applications and includes UL2200 certification.

GET THE WORD OUT.
Would you like to have your services or products
featured in a video and general meeting webinar?
Contact Alex Boerner at
aboerner@chiefengineer.org for details.
www.chiefengineer.org
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Generac Industrial Power’s new SG1000 1000 kW gaseous generator presents an ideal solution for healthcare facilities, warehouse and distribution
centers, educational facilities and more.

Generac’s SG1000 offers the lowest inlet fuel pressure requirement, allowing the product to be specified for a larger
array of projects and providing more application flexibility.
The SG1000 will conform to ISO 8528-5 G2 load acceptance
criteria and is capable of full block loading.
Available in a number of different sound attenuation enclosures, each product will feature the same compact footprint,
allowing it to fit in smaller locations and take up less space
than competitive options. The generator also features Generac’s premium control panel platform, Power Zone® Pro
Sync. Also standard on the product is the complete suite of
MOTORTECH engine controls for speed and fuel control, as
well as ignition systems.
“We continue to drive natural gas engine and generator
innovation in order to develop the best solution possible
for our customers,” said Erik Wilde, executive vice president
industrial – Americas, Generac Power Systems. “We strive for
excellence and to continually find better ways to better serve
the people and communities who rely on us.”

Nortek Global HVAC Redesigns Entire
Product Line of Reznor® Branded Unit
Heaters
ST. LOUIS — Nortek Global HVAC (NGH), manufacturer of
the industry’s leading unit heaters, has redesigned its entire
Reznor brand of commercial/industrial/residential gas-fired
unit heaters for the North American market. Updates include
aesthetics, integrated air direction accessories and technological advancements that help contractors with installation,
diagnostics and service to provide end users with optimum
building protection, comfort and reliability.
The redesign applies to Reznor’s UEZ, UDZ, UBZ, UDX and
UBX Series, which encompass unit heater models up to 400MBH and up to 93-percent thermal efficiency.
Diagnostics and repair are expedited with Reznor’s newly
developed and technologically advanced control module. It
displays 11 operational modes and error codes in an easily
identifiable digital readout that corresponds with a nearby
code chart. A new hinged access door prevents door drops
and allows servicing while open. End-users will also appreciate an external green LED light display on every unit’s bottom panel that confirms proper operation and flashes when
maintenance is recommended.
The redesign’s aesthetic update includes two-tone white
and black cabinetry featuring powder coat paint application
technology that eliminates sharp edges and reduces corrosion, fading, chipping, and scratching. Premium models also
include red accented louvers and the Reznor logo embossed
on the bottom panels. Reznor’s renowned mitered front face
design is now aesthetically complemented with streamlined,
steel panels void of any visible screws or fasteners. Tooled,
rounded vertical corners and edges are featured on units
ranging from 30 to 125-MBH.

New upgrades to Nortek Global HVAC’s entire line of Reznor-brand heaters include aesthetics, additional air direction capabilities and high-tech
advancements to help HVAC contractors with installation, diagnostics and
service.

•
•

2-pt and 4-pt suspension receptacles (standard on all sizes);
Easy access external gas connection.

The redesign is one of the most ambitious updates for the
133-year-old Reznor since it introduced unit heaters in 1920.
“We’re a unit heater leader, so this innovative redesign will
push the entire market forward,” said Brandon Bossung,
associate product manager, NGH.
For more information about NGH products and to access the
online literature library, contractors should visit
www.nortekhvac.com.

Air direction versatility has also been increased with optional
downturn nozzle and vertical louver accessories. Instead of
bolted unattractively to the unit’s front, both are integrally
hidden between the removable front face and the unit. Each
vane on both the nozzle and the louver options, as well as
the front face’s standard built-in horizontal louver, can be
independently adjusted for pinpoint air direction.
Reznor also continues to use its unique single burner combustion design, which makes the unit heaters easier to interchange between propane and natural gas versus labor-intensive gas conversions on competitors’ multiple burner designs.
Other features include:
• External terminal strip for easy access with 24-V wiring
connections;
• Technical literature QR Code;
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New: ODU AMC® High-Density Flash
Drive With 12 Positions
MÜHLDORF, Germany (PresseBox) — ODU has designed a
12-position flash drive. This flash drive enables the user to
back up and secure data in harsh environment. The portable
data storage device is ideal for securely up- and downloading
data to defense systems or other devices that operate independently of a static infrastructure in harsh environment.
The data is protected from external access via standard devices by the special ODU interface.
Possible applications for the flash drive:

•
•
•

Mounted and dismounted PCs, handhelds and mobile
devices
Unmanned systems such as UAV, USV, UGV, UUV
Embedded systems & computers in harsh environment e.g.
Military, Agriculture-, Waste-, Forestry-, Mining-, Heavy
Construction machinery and devices

Technical specifications:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

USB 3.2 Gen1x1
Ultra-rugged design
Robust mechanical and optical coding
Protection class IP68 / 69K in mated condition
Temperature range -40°C to 85°C
PSLC (Pseudo Single Level Cell) technology
Long durability & a high degree of reliability
More write and read cycles than common MLC flash drives
Reduced susceptibility to data errors
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ODU’s new 12-position flash drive enables users to back up and secure data
in harsh environments.

Bellofram Silicones Introduces Solid
Silicone Sheeting Meets FDA, NSF/
ANSI 51, A-A-59588 Class 3B, and More
Newell, W.Va. — Bellofram Silicones, an industry leader in
the design and manufacture of extruded silicone and silicone
sponge foam sheeting, has added solid silicone sheeting to
its arsenal of products. Sheets are 36” x 36”, available in 30
to 80 durometer, and thickness from 1/8” to 1/2” (in 1/16”
increments). The solid silicone sheeting will meet immediate
demand from material converters and is ideal for die cut
solid silicone gaskets and other sealing applications. Specialized sheeting is also available, including solid silicone sheets
in FDA- and NSF/ANSI 51-conforming materials for ultimate
safety in food processing.
Bellofram compounds all its own materials in-house, including special formulations such as those meeting high-tear,
high-flex capabilities of A-A-59588 Class 3B. As with all
Bellofram Silicones products, the solid sheet can be manufactured in virtually any color.
Sheets are available for order with no minimum quantities,
for ultimate ordering flexibility.
“Our silicone sponge sheet is a mainstay of our product line
and we’re pleased to bring the same Bellofram expertise and
quality to this new solid silicone sheet,” said Matt Wing-

Bellofram Silicones offers solid silicone sheeting for industrial applications.

ertsahn, general manager of Bellofram Elastomers Division.
“We’re bringing great versatility to our customers with the
product’s ease of converting and through the ability to order
smaller quantities. I expect it will appeal to just-in-time delivery shops as well as those that convert many different kinds
of products on their own production lines.”
Wingertsahn also touts the product’s NSF/ANSI 51 conforming status, which makes it ideal for food contact even beyond traditional FDA guidelines. The product is also expected
to be in high demand in diverse markets including aerospace
and industrial lighting, in addition to food processing. Bellofram’s investment in extended press capabilities represents its
commitment to the solid sheet product.
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Green Transportation Summit & Expo
Aug. 16-18, 2021
Tacoma, WA
The 10th annual Green Transportation Summit & Expo (GTSE)
is the region’s premier clean transportation convening event.
There has not been a time when clean transportation has
had as much potential. With this year’s theme of Reflecting
+ Refocusing on a Resilient Future, the convention will be
giving particular attention to recent events affecting our
communities and livelihood, creating space to ensure that
these critical topics are addressed.
The GTSE focuses on the clean fleet at the intersection of
policy, technology, practice, equity, and the future of mobility with a regional focus and national lens.
The GTSE’s partnership with the U.S. EPA’s West Coast Collaborative and Mobilize California Summit brings to it stakeholders who are key to reducing heavy-duty diesel reductions
in significant fleets across the continent. Fleet technician
training and general educational opportunities with information-packed sessions and seminars tailored to clean transportation professionals help ensure that our audience and
the topics addressed are valuable, making this conference an
essential event for regional and national stakeholders.
GTSE routinely boasts fleet professionals’ most robust
gathering in the clean fuels industry, with more than half
the conference attendees representing fleet management,
operations, and maintenance from corporate, municipal
and private fleets. The GTSE situates clean transportation
stakeholders and advocates directly in front of influencers,
decision-makers, and on-the-ground movers and shakers who
are working to reduce emissions and lower costs for today
and tomorrow’s transportation options.
Join Decision Makers From:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Clean Cities
Engineering
Environmental Services
Fleets/Fuels
Operations
Regulatory Affairs
Transportation/ Automotive

Webinar Series: People of Color in Green Spaces
Sustainability is a buzzword, used in every intersection of our
lives these days, but what does it actually mean? What does
a sustainable world in our communities look like? And why
should it matter us, our friends, and our families and communities?
People of Color in Green Spaces webinars answer these
questions by highlighting the opportunities presented by
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a sustainable future, and in turn paving the way to lasting intergenerational wealth, improved public health, community
vitality and equity.
People of Color in Green Spaces is a focused, People of Color-driven series, comprising informative networked events
for People of Color with any background experience that
is interested in sustainability, providing attendees with the
know-how, resources, and support to leverage and make
sustainable change in their own communities and professional pursuits.
Attendees will:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Hear from leading sustainability-focused People of Color in
Green Spaces who are movers and shakers in their professional and local communities
Network with sustainability industry leaders from across
the nation, such as GeoTab, GEVO, Social Glass, OpConnect, Black & Veatch, and others
Engage with industry for internship, job, and other professional development opportunities
Interact with a national network of other People of Color
in Green Spaces
Create a pipeline in partnerships with Historically Black
Colleges and Universities, and communities
Discover and explore new educational pathways to careers
Learn more about sustainability and a future WE can build!

From the Founder of People of Color in Green Spaces …

Even in the most dire of times during the COVID-19 pandemic around the globe, the focus on green sustainability must
be embedded in OUR cultures. Sustainability remains a critical part in securing future generations, especially in the most
vulnerable underserved communities of black and brown
people. Sustainability work must continue to be championed to ensure greenhouse gases are reduced through clean
energy methods by using the cleanest resources available.
It’s now time to take action in connecting with industry
professionals and partners to get educated and create a job
pipeline in OUR communities.
Philip Saunders MCFE, DSL, LSSBB
Deputy Division Director, Logistics and Emergency Management
Green Fleet Program
City of Seattle, Department of Finance and Administrative
Services
For more information on the Green Transportation Summit &
Expo or to register, visit www.gtsummitexpo.com
To learn more about the People of Color in Green Spaces
project and webinar series, visit
www.gtsummitexpo.com/pocigs

REGARDING COVID-19:
The Green Transportation Summit
& Expo (GTSE) takes the safety of
its exhibitors, sponsors, partners,
speakers, and attendees very
seriously.
As the situation with COVID-19
is changing daily, we are closely
monitoring the response by
healthcare and government
officials so we can ensure the
protection of all our stakeholders.

Preservation Services, Inc. is one of Chicago’s most unique and capable
commercial roofing contracting companies, providing complete solutions since
1992. We are members in good standing with Local 11 United Union of Roofers,
Waterproofers, and Allied Workers.

815-407-1950
preservationservices.com
Preservation Services, Inc.

Preservation Services, Inc.

psiroofing_inc
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Ashrae Update

ASHRAE and IUVA Sign Memorandum
of Understanding
ATLANTA — ASHRAE and the International Ultraviolet Association (IUVA) have signed a new Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) formalizing the organizations’ relationship.

•

The MOU was signed by Charles E. Gulledge III, P.E., 2020-21
ASHRAE President and Ron Hofmann, President of IUVA, University of Toronto, via electronic signature in April to further
specify the path forward. The agreement defines parameters
by which ASHRAE and IUVA will work cooperatively to promote the advancement of emerging research and technologies to support a more sustainable built environment.

•

“Establishing and maintaining improved indoor environmental quality is the bedrock of ASHRAE’s sustainability mission
and the use of ultraviolet technology is a critical component
towards addressing the challenges of minimizing the spread
of infectious diseases,” said 2020-21 ASHRAE President
Charles E. Gulledge III, P.E. “We are pleased to partner with
IUVA as we collectively support research and new innovations to further our vision on a sustainable built environment
for all.”
“With a focus on the science and engineering of UV technology, IUVA members are pleased to have the opportunity
to partner with ASHRAE to enhance the knowledge base
and application of UV in the built environment,” said IUVA
President Ron Hofmann. “While the technology is already
well established, the urgency of addressing the global
pandemic has raised the profile the UV, and our partnership
with ASHRAE promises to help develop the necessary data,
protocols, guidelines, and standards to ensure its continued
effective, safe use.”
The MOU includes, but is not limited to, the following initiatives related to development of ANSI certifiable standards
and related source documents:

•

•

•

Test and measurements on specific pathogens across a
specified light spectrum (e.g., antimicrobial UV-C: 200nm
- 280nm) and in specified mediums (e.g., aerosols, large
droplets, surface – dry & wet, in aqueous solution, pristine
& soiled).
Test and measurements on efficacy outcomes for antimicrobial UV-C devices and systems in specified, well defined
testing environments (e.g., simulated hospital rooms,
equipped and arranged in a standardized configuration,
with predetermined numbers and locations of sampling
points).
Test and measurements on efficacy outcomes for antimicrobial UV-C devices and systems installed in ‘upper room’
HVAC applications.
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Standards and guidelines that establish the minimum
requirements for commissioning permanently installed UV
antimicrobial systems in existing and newly constructed
facilities.
Standard and guidelines for the application of UV disinfection of water used in cooling towers to control spread
of bacteria, such as Legionella, algae and fungi into the
building HVAC system.

In addition to these research and publication development
initiatives, ASHRAE and IUVA’s other areas of potential collaboration include general advocacy, joint conferences and
meetings, consistent leadership communication, education
and professional development, technical activities coordination, and research.

ASHRAE Publishes Updated Health
Care Facility Ventilation Standard
ATLANTA — ASHRAE has released an updated edition of
ANSI/ASHRAE/ASHE Standard 170, Ventilation of Health Care
Facilities. The standard offers guidance, regulation, and mandates to designers of health care facilities.
The 2021 edition delivers critical guidance for designers and
operators of these frontline facilities and incorporates 17 addenda to the 2017 edition of the standard. Changes include:

•
•
•
•

Expanded requirements to allow airborne infectious isolation room exhaust discharge to general exhaust under
certain conditions
Revised scope, with improved guidance on thermal comfort conditions provided
Extensive modifications to address the Outpatient and
Residential sections
Extensive revisions to air filtration requirements

•
•
•

Addition of new columns in the ventilation tables to
prescribe filtration requirement and designate unoccupied
turndown
Expanded guidance on separation distance requirements
for varied intake and exhaust arrangements, coordinating
with related ASHRAE Standard 62.1 data
Improved guidance related to behavioral and mental
health

To purchase ANSI/ASHRAE/ASHE Standard 170-2021, Ventilation of Health Care Facilities, visit the ASHRAE Bookstore or
contact ASHRAE Customer Service by phone at
1-800-527-4723 (United States and Canada), 404-636-8400
(worldwide) or fax 678-539-2129.
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American Street Guide

Remodeled Truman Library and Museum
Preparing to Reopen
By Laura Spencer | KCUR-FM

INDEPENDENCE, Mo. (AP) — When director Kurt Graham
arrived at the Harry S. Truman Presidential Library & Museum
in July 2015, he immediately dove into a new project.

“This museum is set up in a chronological flow,” Gallagher
says, “so there’s a very directional flow to how visitors go
through.”

“And as we got into it with the staff and the board and the
other stakeholders in the community and people in the museum industry,” Graham says, “we realized that we weren’t
just remodeling or refreshing the galleries. We were re-imagining the Truman Library from top to bottom.”

Truman was thrust into the presidency in April 1945 with the
death of President Franklin D. Roosevelt.

The Truman Library & Museum, closed since July 2019, is
poised to reopen this year, with a 3,000-square-foot addition
and new ways to make the story of Truman and his presidency relevant to what’s happening today, radio station KCURFM reports.
Over the last few decades, the museum experience has
changed a lot, in part due to technological advances and
visitor feedback.
“When I was growing up, going to a museum was almost a
liturgical experience,” says Patrick Gallagher, president of the
museum planning and design firm, Gallagher & Associates.
“Don’t talk, don’t touch, and stay in single file lines.”

“I think people will see that, yes, he was just an ordinary
man, but he got launched on an extraordinary journey and
had to make decisions that few people in human history
have ever had to confront,” says director Kurt Graham. “And
I think that is what people will appreciate about him, is that
notion of character, that notion of integrity.”
As with other presidents, Gallagher says, decisions defined
Truman’s presidency — especially ones he was confronted
with in the first four months.
“Then you turn the corner and you’re at this first four
months,” Gallagher describes, as he walks into a hallway.
“So the idea of creating compression for the visitor. So all of
these incredible moments are weighing on the shoulders of
Truman.”
Moments like the end of the war with Germany, the decision

These days, he says, visitors are encouraged to read, watch,
listen, or interact.
Gallagher & Associates has designed projects like the National Museum of African American Music in Nashville, the
National World War II Museum in New Orleans, and the
International Spy Museum in Washington, D.C.

MAKE THE CONNECTION.

It also has been adding presidential libraries to its portfolio.
“FDR, Reagan, Johnson, Ford, and now Truman,” Gallagher
says. “I guess I’ve become a little bit of a presidential library
junkie.”
Presidential libraries used to focus on the years of an administration, he says. But now they take a broader view.
“Going deeper into who’s the person — what molded that
person, what’s their contemporary relevance? How are they
remaining relevant today?” Gallagher says, “so that we can
find a reason for visitors to say ‘yes, there is a legacy here
that’s really important to my life.’”
Visitors will be greeted by a new sense of arrival and flow.
The entrance is now on the east side of the building through
a 3,000-square-foot addition. And Truman’s life story is all on
one level.
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Connect your brand’s message
with the Chief Engineers
through a live presentation or
onsite learning opportunity.
Contact Alex Boerner at
aboerner@chiefengineer.org
for details.
www.chiefengineer.org

Eleanor Roosevelt, right, wife of the late President Franklin Roosevelt, meets with President Harry S. Truman at the White House, in Washington. The
Truman Library & Museum, closed since July 2019, is poised to reopen this year, with a 3,000-square-foot addition and new ways to make the story of
Truman and his presidency relevant to what’s happening today, radio station KCUR-FM reports. (AP Photo/Byron Rollins, File)

to drop atomic bombs on Japan, and the end of the war in
the Pacific.
Gallagher described creating a sense of motion for visitors
“where, with each turn, you had a dramatic vista to either
an artifact or graphic or something that basically leads you
through.”
Artifacts include an upright piano that belonged to Harry
Truman’s aunt and uncle (Truman played throughout his life).
And a light tower with the words “Dear Bess” and reproductions of letters in a cursive script that Truman wrote to his
wife, Bess.
“His relationship with his wife, cementing that relationship
from the beginning was very important to us,” Gallagher says. “So the fact that he, they saved these letters and
they’re still here is a great moment in finding that personal
connection again.”

The redesigned library includes immersive theaters. One
features Truman’s service in World War I. Another focuses on
the Red Scare; it’s a red-lit space about the fear and suspicion
around spying during the Cold War.
“There is a theater to all this,” says Gallagher, “and making
each space have its own character and dimension is important.”
He reads some of the questions illuminated on the walls:
“What are you hiding? Who can you trust? You’re underpinning that sense of paranoia and that encourages people to
sit down and really dig in on the interaction.”
Artifacts were pulled out of storage, classified documents
were de-classified, and video and audio were uncovered to
add new layers to Truman’s story.
As Gallagher puts it — Truman’s “thumbprint on history” still
resonates today, from civil rights to foreign aid to health care
and Social Security.
“So the narrative continues, and that’s part of what a good
presidential library does, is shows that the legacy is as significant as the years they served,” he said. “And that’s what
people are going to see here.”
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Boiler Room Annex

Engineering Professors on a Plane...
Source: Upjoke.com

A plane full of engineering professors was due to fly to a
convention. As the professors got seated, the captain addressed everyone on board. “Hello everyone, and welcome
to our flight. Before takeoff, I just want you all to know that
this airplane has been built by all of your very own students!”
The chaos was real — professors immediately started shouting and complaining that they didn’t want to be on this
flight and that they wanted out. Everybody but one — a
single professor who stayed calm and relaxed in his seat,
minding his own business, who didn’t seem to care about the
nerve-wracking message from the cabin.
When the passengers calmed down again, another professor
asked him, “How were you so calm and collected? Weren’t
you freaked out?”
The professor looked up and said firmly, “Well I know that if
this plane is built by our students, it will never even leave the
ground.”
A Doctor, an Engineer, and a Lawyer ...
Source: Upjoke.com
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J U N E SO L U TION

A doctor, an engineer and a lawyer were debating whose
profession was the oldest. The doctor said, “In the book of
Genesis, God took a rib out of Adam’s side. So obviously God
was a surgeon.”

engineer friend of mine sought out a job to put his newly
certified skills to use. He put an ad in the paper and before
long was contacted by a wealthy rancher looking for someone to help properly electrify his fence. As my friend finished
the job, he was about to leave when he tripped and landed
right on the fence.

The engineer said, “Yes, but long before that, He created the
world out of chaos. So God was an engineer.”

I don’t even know if he’s even alive or if he still has his current job.

The lawyer smiled smugly and said, “Yeah, but who created
the chaos?”

Quitting Time
Source: upjoke.com

On the Fence
Source: Upjoke.com

An engineer decided it was time to leave his job at the
Corps of Engineers. After tendering his resignation, he went
straight to the bar. When he told the bartender he had just
quit, the bartender asked him why. The engineer answered,
“That job was just one dam thing after another.”

Having just received a degree in electrical engineering, an
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CALL FOR APPLICANTS:

THE

ERNEST K. AND
LOIS R. WULFF
SCHOLARSHIP

THE ERNEST K. AND LOIS R. WULFF SCHOLARSHIP PROGRAM,
ADMINISTERED BY THE CHIEF ENGINEERS ASSOCIATION OF CHICAGOLAND
(CEAC), AIMS TO ASSIST WORTHY STUDENTS IN PURSUIT OF THEIR
STUDIES.
IF YOU KNOW OF A STUDENT — IN ANY FIELD OF STUDY — WHOSE HARD
WORK COULD BENEFIT FROM THE SUPPORT OF THE CEAC, CONTACT US AT
INFO@CHIEFENGINEER.ORG FOR AN APPLICATION FORM AND MORE
INFORMATION, AND VISIT HTTPS://CHIEFENGINEER.ORG/SCHOLARSHIP/.
ALL APPLICATION MATERIALS ARE DUE BY JULY 1ST, 2021.
WE LOOK FORWARD TO HEARING FROM YOU!
AWARDS ARE GIVEN THROUGH THE CHIEF ENGINEERS ASSOCIATION SCHOLARSHIP FUND COMMITTEE. THE POTENTIAL SCHOLARSHIP RECIPIENT WILL BE REQUIRED
TO SUBMIT AN APPLICATION, INCLUDING ACADEMIC RECORDS, NATIONAL ACHIEVEMENT TEST SCORES, LETTER OF RECOMMENDATION FROM A COMMUNITY LEADER,
PRINCIPAL OR COUNSELOR, AND A WRITTEN ESSAY ON THE FIELD OF EDUCATION THAT THE POTENTIAL SCHOLARSHIP RECIPIENT WISHES TO PURSUE. THE CHIEF
ENGINEERS ASSOCIATION SCHOLARSHIP COMMITTEE WILL EVALUATE ALL COMPLETED APPLICATIONS AND SELECT A MAXIMUM OF TWO (2) FOR THE SCHOLARSHIP
AWARD.

4701 Midlothian Turnpike, Suite 4 • Crestwood, IL 60418
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